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Filipino rebels begin to release captive tourists 
MANILA, Philippines (UPI) -
Ey.ubcrant American, European 
and Asian tourists emerged fror.l 
luxury hotels in Manila's financial 
district and rode buses to safety 
Wednesday after rebels who con-
fined them for five days relented 
amI allowed them to depart. 
Govcrnment and rebel negotia-
IOrs agreed on a second cease-fire 
after the flfSl collapsed a day earli-
er, enabling eight buses to drive to 
the Inter-Continental, Nikko 
Manila Garden and Peninsula 
hotels at 7 am. 
The buses quick1y brought more 
than 800 guests to hot":S outside 
the battle-tom Makati fmancial dis-
triCl 
The evacuation followed a day 
of frustrating talks marked by 
bursts of gunfrre lhat thwarted the 
departure of 2,000 tourists from 
hotels in Manila's most luxurious 
district. Guests. at the Inter-
Continental were about to board 
buses Tuesday when the shooting 
forced them to retreat back into the 
lobby. 
The visitors cheered as they 
departed. They had been trapped 
and used as pawns since Friday, 
Enrollment up 
for minorities 
SIU-C above Illinois average 
By Tim Crosby 
Staff Writer 
.:olleges. 
Data provided by the 
University's Center for 
In contrast to lower enroll'llents Institutional Resean:h showed that 
of blacks in higher education in the since fall 1986, total black enroll-
slate, overall black enrollment at ment has increased by 67 students, 
SJU-C has increased since 1986 or just over 3 percent. Black 
and Hispanic enrollment increased !'.!lrollment increased every year 
by almost seven times the state but 1988, which showed a decrease 
average during that time. . QI.about 2 pert.eDl, Ol 43 ~.-f< 
According to a report rekased in from Ihe prevmus year. 
late November by tbe Illinois Artdirlonal data not included in 
Board of Higher EducatiOl', 1)lack: the IBHE report showed black 
enrollment at public universities enrollment continued to increase 
from 1986 to 1988 had fallen by another 13 SbJdents in fall 1989. 
almost 1 percent. with a more than 
2 percent decline at community SeeIBHE,Page7 
German secret police 
hold Honecker, officials 
WEST BERLIN (UPI) -
Ousted East Gennan leader Erich . 
Honecker was under house arrest 
Tuesday, and all top officiais of 
East Germany's once-feared state 
. security police were reported to 
have resigned ')f were sacked. 
The developments came amid 
growing public outrage over offi-
cial corruption, which was fueled 
by an official announcement last 
week that valuable luxwy items -
including fine wines, st~reo sets 
and televisions unobtainable by 
most East Germans - were found 
in Honecker's hunting lodges. 
East German authorities also 
reported the arrest of Wolfgang 
Vogel, a prominent East Berlin 
lawyer who negotiated the free 
passage of tens of thousands of 
East Germans to the WesL 
Vogel, said to be suspected of 
"criminal blackmail," was a close 
confidant of Honecker, who 
resigned OcL 18 amid massive and 
mounting pressure for reform in 
the hard-line communist stale. 
The government said it had 
placed Honecker and several other 
ousted Communist Party leaders 
under house arrest on suspicion of 
engaging in widespread abuse of 
power and c:lrruplion while in 
office. 
lvieanwhile, 17 directors in the 
state security n.inistry'ere fired 
Tuesday and the state security 
department's entire governing 
;;ouncil resigned, the official F.ast 
German news agency ADN report-
ed. 
East Germany's notorious secret 
See POUCE, Page 11 
when the mutinous soldiers began 
their coup attempt against 
President Coraron Aquino, the 
sixth and most serious threat to her 
nc.arly 4-year-old govemmenL 
"Under the agreement between 
the government soldiers and the 
rebels, we can only evacuate with 
two buses at a time," Tourism 
Undersecretary Narzalina Lim 
said. "The cease-frre will remain 
in force until all the tourists and 
residents who want to leave are 
oul" 
The number of foreigners stay-
ing in financial district hotels num-
bered about 2,000, but an addition-
al 8,000 foreigners are residents of 
Makati, and they also have been 
pinned down and are anxious to 
leave. 
"We will have a ecase-fue up to 
late this (Wednesday) afternoon to 
allow all hotel guests and residents 
of the condominiums to leave," LL 
Col. Rafael Galvez, head of about 
500 rebels occupying Makati, told 
Cable News Network by tele-
phone. "They are being bused 
right now." 
Galvez said his forces would not 
surrender and denied 'detaining 
Americans to pressure Washington 
not to provide miliwy support to 
!tIC govemrnenL 
"It was reported in the papers 
that we were not allowing 
Americans to leave. That is a lie," 
Galvez said "We never took any 
hostages. They were free to leave. 
Of oourse they had to take the risk 
because there were sporadic fue-
fights going on. .. 
The evacuation was regarded as 
a victory for Aquino, who balked 
at using martial law to quell the 
See REBELS, Page 7 
Nancy Peterson puIS the final touches on one 
Of her creations as she gives a mouth-
watering demonstration. on :chocolate 
molding aI the Hundley House Tuesday. 
Poshard,' Oklahoma representative 
speak on rural health care issue 
By Jackie Spinner 
Staff Writer 
A leading spokesman for rural 
health care in the U.S. House of 
Representatives visited S1. Joseph 
Memorial Hospital in 
Mwphysboro Tuesday afternoon to 
let health care personnellcnow the 
strides being made in rural health 
care. 
Rep. Mike Synar, D~kla, and 
Rep. Glenn Posbard, D-OIrterville, 
told medical personnel that the 
House Rural Health Care 
Coalition, of which both are memo 
hers, is helping stabilize the rural 
health care industry and is begin-
ning to make needed improve-
ments in the availability and 
affORiability of health care for rural 
residents. 
The coalition included a nwnber 
of provisions in the Budget 
Reconciliation bill, which passed 
during this session of Congress. 
If the Budget ReconciIiatioo bill 
is signed into Jaw, rural hospitals 
would receive a market basket plus 
three percent to help III8ke up the 
difference in payment rates 
between larger and smaller hospi-
tals for procedures covered by 
Medicare. 
. Synar said rural health care med-
ical personnel also need inceatives 
to lure them to lower-paying areas 
of the country to jr.ICtice medicine. 
"1bere are no financial incen-
tives, (currently): Synar said. 
"The chances of getting medical 
personnel to rural areas is impossi-
ble." 
BoIh Synar and Poshard said one 
of the ways 10 SlOp discriminaIIxy 
See HEAL1H, Page 7 
Region, nation to feel effect of summit 
By Jackie Spinner 
Staff Writer 
Soviet leader Mikhail 
Gorbachev and President George 
Bush came to an understanding 
this past weekend at the Malta 
SummiL The cooperation of two 
supcrpowm worlcing together has 
long-term benefits f(X" the citizens 
of the Soviet Union and the United 
Sta&es. 
.with this cooper:aLion bel.ween 
two natior.s that have been at odds 
with earh other for more than three 
decades, University students and 
citizens of Southern Illinois and 
the nation could feel the far-n:ach-
ing effects of the summit well inlo 
the next century. 
University College of Liberal 
Arts Dean John Jackson said SID-
e students should be concerned 
with the results of the summit and 
the changes in Eastern Europe 
,~.i9.~~,~~.sense. 
"we are all citizens of the woOd. .. 
And in another sense, Jackson 
said, what happened in Malta also 
affects Southern Ulinois througb 
the pot.entiaI for 1nMie between the 
Soviet Union and the United 
States. 
Although no formal agreemcrus 
WJe reached at the summit, Bush 
offered Gorbacllev better access to 
,the Western cmding bloc and Jower 
is.. ~'f'1!9111 •.... ,~ .,. 
'- ,' .... 
Gus says the citizens who 
are hungry tor peace should 
be more than satisfied with 
thJ~lt~m_ ;"",. ,:.",.,~ ',', 
,e~e~ ~~ ~8~ 
New Tone 
Imports Advenger 
'qj11;rhJI i}3outiI11J1 ' T-Shirts M - SaL 10-6 . .,- ~"'l-
Sun. 12-5 Quality Crafts 
until X-mas On the Island 457-0211 
amc® 
n-EATRES 
When Purchasing 
~ AmtrakGt E Tickets ..
Carbondale to Chicago $59.00 Roundtrip 
(Borgsmiller Travels) 
700 S. illinois Ave. (618) 529-5511 
1 0% discount 
thru 12/23/89 
Your Complete 
Holiday Shipper 
• Boxing ·Shipping 
• Packaging • Mailing 
• Gift Wrapping 
COME HOME TO A TASTE FOR 
GREAT ITALIAN WORKS OF ART 
.- - coupon. - - - - - - - coupon. - , 
I . Buy One, Get One Free 'I 
I This coupon entitles the bearer to purchase I any re8'Jlar order of pasta and 
, receIVe anle omC'Z' of pasta I : m._ : 
I · .:, This dlcr good allhe 'Always' CIQC COIIpOII I 
I =::~~ ."'liM G:= I 0Ibcr offers, pula opeciah,« ' , . DOl inc:ludod. 
• cliIcoums. Offer Exnires 12-13-89 DE .J 
"-------_ ..... _--------
1-989' December 
Monll . 
-X--NA8 IJREAt: l>TAfl.T8 
J01)AY1,_ -'.. ~ 
-1IEEtJ TO EAR..NSSSSS I 
-9;()O appt. to register-', 'w, 
-as Q temp for Immediate 
, __ 'litJTt. at exc It In9 downtown 
-CHICAGO locatrons"~ 
,bey neeJ college -.,'-" 
-educated temps to worlc 
-QS wtJrd proeesstJrs.'-: 
-receptionists and-
generol office flelp. " 
CALL 10lJAY FOR. 140R.E 
_1~FOR.I4ATION'~ 
__ ~3'2-372-~SOO _____ " _ 
1611 C6Dlce fDr temporQrl'es 
world/nation 
Medellin judge who headed 
drug probe killed in street 
BOGOTA, Colombia (UPI) - A Medellin judge who led an 
investigation into rural cocaine processing laboratories was killed in a hail 
of bullets on a Slreet Tuesday by gunmen who fled in two automobiles, 
police said. The assassination came as a Colombian aviation official said U.s. and Colombian experts had concluded that a bomb caused the Nov. 
27 crash of an Avianca ~ that killed III people. Judge Bernardo 
Jaramillo Uribe was driving to his OlflCC Tuesday when auackcrs in two 
cars cut him down with automatic gunfire, police said. No one was 
apprehended, and no group has Iaken rcsponsiblity for the auack. 
Church worker arraigned in EI Salvador 
SAN MLVADOR. EI Salvador (UPI) - American church workee 
JennifCi" Jean Casolo appeared before a Salvadoran miJitarycoun 
Tuesday for arraignment on chaIgcs she hid large amounts of weapons for 
leftist rebels in bee borne. Casola, 28, of Thomaston, Conn., whose 
arraignment was posIpOIIed Monday, worked for a U.s. religious group 
'called Christian Educational Seminars, which organizes tours in El 
Salvador for American lawmakers, religious leaders and other 
Americans. Salvadoran security forces, acting 00 a tip from a captured 
guerrilla, raided Casola's San Salvador n:sidence 00 Nov. 26. 
Bush pleased with summit, NATO meeting 
WASHINGlON (UPI) ~ President Bush believes he "achieved his 
objectives" in his first summit meeting with Sovietleadcr Mikhail 
Gorbachev, While House national secwity adviser Brent Scowcroft ~aid \ 
Tuesday. Scowcroft said Bush also was pleased withlhe reaction from ; 
NA10 allies who heani his repod on the summit Monday in Brussels, 
Belgium. "The president is very pleased with his trip and in his opinion, 
he achieved his objectives boIh in Malta and with his allies in NAlO," 
Scowcroft said. "So he's quile comfortable with die outcome." 
Lawyer seeks to overturn pornography law 
WASHIN~ ({}PI) - An Ohio laW prohibiting the possession of 
child pornography is .. the h'oadea SI3IUIe in the country" and should be 
found uncoostitutional. an attorney lOkI Ihe SuJXOOlC Court 00 Tuesday. 
The justices beaid arguments in the obscenity case involving a Columbus. 
Ohio, man who was arrested ~ authorities found four sexually explicit 
sn3psbots of a young boy inside apboco albwn in die man's bedroom; A ~, ' 
ruling in the case is expecled next year. Oycle Osborne. 64, appealed his 
1985 conviction, arguing !hal the law is 100 broad and vague and violates 
his righlS to free speech and privacy. 
state 
'Little sisters' program ban 
to begin at U of I in January 
, ' 
CHAMPAIGN (UPI) - Women's auxiIary groups generally Irnowrt as 
"liUle sisters" have been banned at fraIemilies at University of minois' 
Ouunpaign-Urbana campus, die UlInIerfraIemity Council said Thesday. 
The action is effective Jan. I, said Jolin Ehlert, who beads the fraternity 
president's council. "We actually brougbt this up ourselves, we bave been 
evaluating the greek syslem, .. Ehlert Baid. "A Jatot people percieve 'liI1lc 
sisters' as a suhstJvieot group and we waoL to gel away from Ibat. .. '" " 
Daily EgyptIan 
; (USPS 169220) , 
. Publisbcd daily in die JOuraaliIm 8Dd EgypUaa l.IborIIory = 
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Spaced out 
Censorship in arts 
is discussion topic 
Panel to address concerns tonight at 7 
By Carrie Pomeroy 
Entertainment Editor 
In the last year, the art world has 
seen its freedom of expression 
threatened by government attempts 
to limit the kinds of art that can be 
funded with public money. 
The School of Art and Design's 
Visiting Artist Program will 
address this issue in a panel discus-
sion, "Censorship on the Arts: A 
Closer Look," at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Student Center 
Auditorium. The discussion is free 
and open to the public. 
Panelists will be artist Buzz 
Spector, art curators Diane 
Douglas and Martha Winans 
Slaughter. art critic Peter 
Schjeldahl; Arlene Rakoncay, 
executive director of the Chicago 
Artists Coalition, and Tony Jones. 
president of the School of the An 
Institute of Chicago. The discus-
sion will be moderated by 
University art professor Ed Shay. 
The furor began with a painting of 
Chicago's late mayor J.iarold 
Washington in women's lingerie 
by a student at the An Institute of 
Chicago, which spurred Sen. Jesse 
Helms, R-N.C., to introduce legis-
lation to limit federal funding. 
The bill; modified in Congress, 
proposed that government funding 
be restricted for art judged 
"obscene or indecent, which ilene-
grates or debases a person, group 
or class of citizens on the basis of 
race, creed, sex, handicap,. age or 
national origin." 
The modified legislation 
allowed the National Endowment 
for the Arts to withhold public 
funds from art deemed obscene. 
Obscene art was defined as the 
depiction of sadomasochism, 
homoeroticism, exploitation of 
children and sex Ihat is devoid of 
anistic merit 
Shay said anists find it disturb-
ing that government officials are 
being allowed to determine wbl'..i. 
has artistic merit 
Joe eonover takes a peek aI the exhlJlln the EngIneel1ng Showcase 1\Jesday momIng. 
The past year has seen govern-
ment and art clash repeatedly. A 
government-funded exhibit by 
artist Robert Mapplethorpe that 
included nude photographs of 
homosexual mm and controversial 
worJcs by other artists, such as a 
photograph of a crucifIX in urine. 
"It's a very ironic situation with 
what's happening right now in 
Germany. Czechoslavakia, even 
what they tried to start in China, 
that the government is now trying 
to put a cap on freedoms over 
here." Shay said. 
Trade shows, other events scheduled at Arena 
By Doug Toole 
Staff Writer 
Spring semester at the SIU-C 
Arena will feature trade shows. 
sporting events. music concerts 
and Oscar the Grouch, Michelle 
Suarez, promotions director ior the 
Arena, said. -
The Arena will sponsor a sports 
trade show in early F~bruary. 
Suarez said. Booths will be avail-
Christmas ~pecial 
12" Pizza $3 .. 90 , 
16" Pizza $6.90 I 
.. 
Additional Toppings Available . 
. . • 110 ... ,,,&..,-, 
....... 
"The BestArouncl" 549-7811 .-' 
NCot valid with other offers or promotions. 
Free Delivery • Beef for Lunch • Free Delivery 
Ask for Christmas Special when Ordering. 
Did you know that we have 
I!I' Plate Lunch Specials 
(if Lunch Specials 
I!I' Assorted Pies 
l!f Sunday Taco Buffet 
Open 24 hours 
able for merchants to display and 
sell boats, recreational vehicles and 
golf equipment, among other 
items. Anything people need to 
enjoy the outdoors with will be 
available at the show. she said. 
A home show wiD be featured 
the first weekend in March. 
Similar to the sports show. the 
exhibition will include aluminium 
siding, lawn and garden supplies, 
window fooures and carpel clean-
,;~-~~~~~4f;~ 
ing equipmenL The shows are very 
popular. Suarez said. 
NWA Wrestling, originally 
scheduled to appear at the Arena in 
mid-November. was posl\loned 
until \he SIlting. 
: N ~ the seventh day of ChriStmas, .~ University Bookstor:e gave to me· Wj ., . ~ 15% off Cookbooks 
(§J Ctvistmas ~ooks, boxed Christmas cards, 
"p:hildren's books, stuffed animals, blank book 
and portfolios 
University Bookstore 
Fast Delivery of Authentic Chinese Food! 
FREE·.Qeliveryforiiny order above $6. 
. _ ... -~: ; . "" 
Tbursda V. Drink Special·. . 
Fuji Volcano or BI~e .Typhoon $3.50·' 
Introducing Our Friday Seafood Extrav1J:aJl7..a! 
Wp.tch for:our adstl:tis'Thurs. & Fri. 
'Op'~=i~1~ri~~1!\1 
, " '::·,.:.V' .:~ .. ,.-;-.-.:.: ... ;'., : ....... ;. «lo·t-.; - - - "-::'- "t': ::~'. ':::-:"~ :r.}":~'} 
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Barnell; Editorial stalf, D,aniel Wallenberg and Stephanie Wood; Acting 
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Salukraebate team 
a consistent winner 
FOR A team to win a national championship in any 
given year is a major accomplishment To win two in a row 
is exceptional. But to hold national honors four years in a 
row and have the chance for a fifth is extraordinary. 
The SIU-C debate team is currently tied with UCLA for 
winning consecutive national championships with four. 
The Saluki, team-is now attempting to attain its fifth 
straight championship. . 
THE DEBATE season began in September and will , 
conclude in the spring. No university has ever won five 
consecutive national championships. 
Academic teams are not given enough credit for their 
accomplishments. Bible a guide for general behavior 
but no better than self help books 
We would like to congratulate the team on its past 
success and wish it luck in its bid for an unprecedented 
fifth title. 
Greg Simerly, debate team coach, said about 40 hourS a 
week Ii..--e requtred to research the designated topic for the 
semester by the team. These hours are in addition to the 
student's other academic studies. 
I must admit that I !horol'~hlv Dictionary; have !he temaity to judge some-
enjoyed Joim and Roberts' sait:aS- _ god-I-a being of more than one else's spiritual intent). 
tic reply to some of die more reli- human attributes or powers. The denunciation of !hose that 
giously enthusiastic letters !he DE _ 2-an artificial or natural object practice deviation condemns all 
was receiving just a short time ago. that is though to be the seat of a diose who have ever had a flash of 
TOPICS FOR debate remain the same for an entire 
semester. Th~ current topic used in competition is 
"Resolved: thaI violen~e- being a justified response to 
political oppression." A new topic will be designated for 
spring semester on Dec. 10. 
After all the time I' ve spent here divine personality or itself a divine insight that they acaed upon, or 
I should have realized that nothing or supematuml agency. lightly read a cheap newspaper 
remotely like that letter would be _ God-3-the supreme or ultimate horoscope for fun. To call this sin 
let go easily. Mr. Gibbs and Mr. reality sounds more like words of any 
Penny both decided to cite their _ 4-the one ultimate, infinite God Wltthyofworship. 
"facts" for us so now please allow reality that is pure existence, COIl- As. to Adam and Eve (and this is 
me to site a few as well (you'll for- sciousness and bliss widiout dis- purely my personal opinion) and 
give me if I use a source less ana- tinctions. ' God who would create paradise We applaud the obvious dedication the students and coaches have put into the championship streak and ~e 
pro,,!d of their successes as representatives of the tionally charged than the Ouistian _ 5-the ideal or essenCe of what and say "Do anything you wanL book. of theology). is best in human life. Oh, but don't touch that tree." University.' ., " Fact #1- no one living today. or • Sorcery-6-!he use of powe.r Then jur. , out from behind !hat 
Providence Journal 
As. Malta's soggy summit drew 
to a close, a smiling President 
Bush, pleased by his talks wi!h 
Mikhail Gorbachev, announced the 
start of "a brand-new eta in U.S.-
Soviet relations." Even allowing 
for White House hyperbole, this 
was a sweeping statement; bul it's 
largely uue, and both govmunents 
now share the immense challenge 
of shaping this new eta along con-
sbllCtive lines. 
In both mood and substance, the 
discussions at Malta appeared to 
meet or even exceed expectations 
on both sides. Gorbachev 
announced that the arms race and 
ideological struggle "should be 
things of the past," while Bush 
promised to help theSavict leader, 
try to breathe life into his country's 
enfeebled economy. 
Political changes are coming so 
fast that what would have seemed 
extraordinary a few mon!hs ago 
has now become almost routine. 
Ronald Reagan's tan_description of 
the Soviet Union· a$ an "evil 
empire" now sounds like a vestige 
from the distant plIst. Busli, newly 
enrolled in the Gorby Fan Club, 
sees that the. changes being 
wrought by the Gorbachev 
retrendunent have opened a pre-
cious opportunity t!~leannot be 
ignored. --
This improved mood and this 
more frequent contact are all to the 
good. For more !han a generation, 
the pivotal U.S.-Soviet relation-
ship, badly frayed by parries and 
thrusts from both sides, was poi-
soned even further by the icy 
~i[c .. :ce with which each side Ireat-
ed the (,'ther. Such common inter-
ests :is cxiste.d were buried under 
l"'!!"..:adce of bristling rhetoric. The 
Cold War became a way of life. 
!he lart 1,800 years has ever read gained from evil s,irits. . :ree with a big .. AH HAHl" bas 
~~it ~~fu ~t:: wid.==-~=~ng of spells :n ~":ao~~:~a=~th: 
avoid religiOUS persecution and _ Deviation-8-to foretell future matter what you do. -
since that millennia old time it has events through SUpmlllturai pow- If God knows all, he has no need 
habits are gone for good. But most been adapted. "re-translated". CIS. of tests to see the future and into 
of the signs are auspicious, and twisted, destroyed, rewritten, and - 9-unusual insight or intuitiv..: the hearts of men. Given these two 
now that the two leaders have genernlly abused by every agency perceplion. . notions it seems more reasonable 
agreed on a more cooperative in every western nation seeking • Creation-IO-the act or proce.ss to assume that these fables are 
arrangement, it will be interesting temporal, religious, economic, of making, devising, fashioning or again the expression of a human 
to see where they focus their social, political or sexual powtt 10 producing (ie. an). mind (not one of a perfect God) 
efforts. suit that person(s) or agency's Insights on Fact(s) #2-Mr. Gibbs that needed an explanatioo for the 
Malta formalized progress whims and desires of that moment and Mr. Penny; Most people. right ~ in the world and sought a 
already reached in one area, the The resulting book. most probably or not, believe !here is something bettfI' place through atonement for 
STARr negotiations on long-range resembles a mws ear; of the eternal in aU human life what it imagined must be sin. 
nuclear weapons. Wi!h extensive Conclusion #1 (based on Fact therefore, according to #'s Mr. Penny,"be Bible is laden 
preparatcry work already done, #1)- While the Bible is a good 1.2,4,&5 above the assertion that widt instances ot' God recanting or 
both sides had agreed to step up guide to life and general behavior we are all God is essentially cor- changing his mind, I don't know 
the pace of the taIks and now agree it is no more the word of any god, reel if you believe in the human how you could have missed them. 
10 try for a treaty in 1990. If at the existent or not, in its present form soul. In Gethsemane Jesus expressed 
same time they could agree to than any other novel or self help According to !he defmition of fear and ,doubt, is this absolute per-
sharp CUIS in chemical weapons, so book. This does not negate the pos- creation if you believe in the fection and .infallibility that you 
much the beu«. sible existence of !he Christian human soul. According to the deti- spoke of sirs? Or is this ano!her 
The dynamics at Malta also per_' God. It does, however, call into nition of creatioo we are all tapa- example of your complete rejec-
suaded Bush to sign up with offers question the actual spiritual purity ble of that act, Mr. Penny, not only tion of any!hing that does not fit 
to help Gorbachev's uphill efforts of a literary work that may use your God. You will both please 'with your personal intelpretation? 
,to.(eYive the.dismaI Soviet econo- , daiiy as a specific guide to any note that the definitions of Genesis 40:8 says that interpreta-
my. Here, there is less reason to action (though i've noticed they witchcraft and sorcery cer.!eron lions of the word of God belong 
think that U,S. efforts can make usually know the word but miss evil intent, !hey do not condemn only to God, while 2 Peter 3:6 
much difference: The Soviets have the intent or "spirit" of the lhing). herbalists for meditating over the warns against personal interpreta-
messed up their economy so badly .Mo~ frequently the Chris~an ill. or Druids for worshiping lion as it leads to twisting the scrip-
!hat even !he most generous U.S. ' Btble ~ used to coerce speci!ic nature. tures to your own desbllCtion. 
assistance couldn't do the job .. _ behavlo~" Ot·t of people With Mr. Penny, if you ulilized natural While I, personally, do nOl 
(Besides, w~'~e l'1l!her strapped , !hreats 01 tef!Or, Pat~ fire, even forces for evil purposes that makes believe in these things both of you 
ourselves just now.) Even so, the d~th,. and wl!h promISeS of par- your intent evil, not the natural seem to and it SIrikes me as more 
Bush gestures 01) trade liberaliza. : adise if you behave the .way they foo:es for evil P'.1rpOses that makes !han slightly hypocritical that you 
tioo may bolster Gorbachev~s stock _ tell you to t1.rough !herr narrow your inte .. t evil. not lite natural ignore so much to suit your own 
among the unhappy folks at home,. i~terpretation of a highly subjec- foo:es !hat you attempted to'twist ends. Mr. Gibbs and Mr. Penny,l 
thus buying some precious time for . uve wode. . to your selfish, human will (the suggest you look to your own 
his radical economic ideas to take Fact(s) #2- Some handy defini- same goes for Mt. Crowely if die houS.;$. - Thea Venita Karch, 
hold. tions courtesy of Web~'s Third intent behind his books and pr~- senior, business administration 
Both these areas':- arms and the Inlernational Unabridged !ices is evil. and who among u£ and biology 
economy - had been predictable ' •• ~~Sp~~[ti~ ~'!ifi~~~~:~ , Truthfulness of Bible questioned by reader 
EUTO'"~, wi!h all that i~ implies ~or On Thursday while reading your It makes no sense to me to take a we as hUlnanily can forgive God 
the future ~ the. C;ODun~ and Jts letter section, I found it particularly book. salonsly th& deals with mit- for Ihese injustices. 
two o~posm~ ~tb~ pacts, was painful to read two ::alher lenglhy ades, a devil and the so called son 
an obVlous,pnon~ toptc. lellers from students who felt it of god. All these things go against 
Equally mteresung, however, are necessary to prove that there is a what the sober observer has experi-
troubled are!ls beyond, Europe god through bibliclil q'10tations. enced in lifc. 
where energeuc U.S.-SoVIet coop- How can a book ... riuen hun-
eration could be put to the test. 'Is dreds of years ago by ce:1ain men 
this 10 be a newly hal'hlOnious reIa- be the so called work of God? 
tionshiporOO1? Stories depicting barbaric tales, 
Nothing said or done at Malta 
gllaranlces ihat these fearsome old Scripps Howprd News Service 
contradictions and dogmatic rules 
of life can only narrow one's mind. 
It is obvious ihat natural disas-
ters, diseases and misfonune do 
, not discriminate between the holy 
and unholy. This leads one to ask 
himself (facetiously speaking) if 
The words of a greal thinker, 
Alben Einstein best dcsr;ribes !he 
concepl of God: "I cannot imagine 
a God who rewards and punishes 
the objects of his crealion, whose 
pwposes are molded after are own 
- a god, in shon, who is but a 
reflection of human frailty. -
Peter Jerome, junior, psych910gy 
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Reader cold toward preaching 
Mr. David Penny, I enjoyed your 
letter published in the Daily 
Egyptian on Nov. 30. You have a 
future as a preacher. 
So, let's IaIk about God. But this 
is such a general category since we 
have so many gods to choose tiom. 
We'll narrow it down and talk 
about your God. I certainly don't 
have your expertise in biblical 
interpretations, but I did serve 12 
years in Catholic schools. 
In the beginning, God put Adam 
and Eve into the garden of Eden. 
Paradise. Everything they could 
possibly ever want was 
conveniently rolled up in one 
earthly paradise. But if they had 
everything they wanted, why do 
you suppose that they chose the 
one thing which was forbidden? 
Maybe they were bored; life was 
too easy. Maybe they didn't have 
everything they wanted. Maybe 
God neglected to ask the first c0u-
ple what they wanted when he was 
designing paradise. 
But let's examine this furtheI: If 
Eden was truly a paradise, then 
why was a serpent put there? Was 
this the ghetto of Eden? Think 
about God's intent Why would He 
make Adam and Eve vulnerable to 
evil.? lbey were His children. I've 
never known a mother who would 
intentionally jeopardize the well 
being of her baby. In school I 
leamf'd that the temptation in Eden 
was humanity's big test BUI why 
did Adam and Eve have to prove 
themselves in the first place? They 
were expected to trust in God 
when God didn't trust them. 
Children tend to imitate Ibeir par-
ents. 
Mr. David Penny said, ''The God 
I know doesn't change His mind 
because of being mad." Of course, 
this is not godly. 
Remember the Great Flood? 
Justify it This was a case in which 
God slaughtered an entire race of 
unredeemable"people. I suppose 
that this catastrophe occurred cen-
turies before such free thinking ti 
"All can be saved" (John 3:16-18). 
But it sounds to me like God lost 
His temper. I find it amazing how 
few people understand that Hitler 
was trying to do the same thing. 
I'm not calling Hitler a god. I'm 
comparing genocide to genocide. 
What is the "wrath of God," any-
way? 
Free will is the ability to exer-
cise the versatility of individual 
interpretation. I am obviously not a 
"believer" of God. However, I am 
not against the existence of orga-
nized religions. Everyone is free 10 
believe whatlbey want 10 believe. 
But I really don't care to hear 
narrow minded preaching intended 
to threaten me inlO conforming 10 
someone else's beliefs. Let's get 
this straight: Either I believe in 
your god or I will be subject LO 
eternal damnation. Free will, Mr. 
Penny, or terrorism? 
I look forward 10 your response. 
But please, this time don't just 
string together biblical quotes. If 
you cannot say it in your own 
words, then perhaps you don't 
know what you're trying 10 say.-
Andrew Gentile. senior in 
English. 
Religious tolerance advocated 
To Mr. David H. Penny, and 
many of the other Christians on 
Campus, using Tarot cards, 
seances, etc., may be sins to your 
god, Yahweh. However not 
everybody worships Him (as 
much as you might wish). Yes, 
some of us are religious without 
being Christian. This includes 
Muslims (although, I think the 
two are much closer than they 
like 10 think), Jews, Buddhists 
and nco-pagans. 
What's a nco-pagan you ask? 
One who follows the older, 
'pagan' religions, primarily 
European, but also Native 
American and African religions 
could be counted. The ones 
whose religious forbe<irers where 
burnt as witches during the 
Middle Ages. 
I am proud 10 not wear the 
armor of Yahweh. My religion 
does not seek 10 make war on 
everyone, including the planet 
Herself. Pagans seek to Jive in 
harmony with Gaea (Mother 
Nature). I have found pagans to 
be more accepting of people in 
~~han lDany (not all) 
I guess my main ~J.t is this: 
there are other rebgions, with 
different views of sin out there. 
.lust because Yahweh said 
something is a sin for the ancient 
Hebrews (and by extension, 
modem Jews, Christians and as 
Allah, the Muslims) doesn't 
make it a sin to all religions. This 
is supposed to be a religiously 
free country, where one religion 
isn't set above the others. 
Unfortunately, the Christian 
religion is the de facto state 
religion. 
By the way, how many of you 
are wearing clothing made of 
mixed fibers'? That is a sin, 
according to the Jewish/Old 
Testament - Victor Scott Rose, 
senior iD religious studies. 
Common religiOUS reality not met 
Ibe children with tears in their eyes 
ask, "Was it the Grinch that took 
our Christmas tree?" You step for-
ward and state, "No, it was God." 
But Mr. Penny when you get to 
~ 
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A lot of ideas of who God is or 
isn't have been thrown around late-
ly. As Iong as I point to one book 
and you point 10 another we can 
never meet in the same reality tun-
nel. From your point of view: there 
are cenain practices that God for-
bids in the Bible; the people who 
do these practices shall be pun-
ished if they don't repent; it is your 
mission 10 make these known to 
the people so they can repent and 
be saved. 
of Dec. 25, or the yule rite of the 
Christmas tree. Your Bible states 
Jeremiah 10:2-4 "thus sayeth the 
Lord, learn not way of the heathen. 
f'lf the customs of the people are 
Vaill: for one cuttelh a tree out of 
the f.JreSt, the work of the hands of 
the \Io"lIkman. Then fasten it with 
na,;!s and with hammers, that it 
movetbnot." 
my children save the quotes from ,. 
Jeremiah. Just quote good old 
Saint Aleister. "There is no grace. 
Ibere is no guilt, this is the law, do 
what Ihou wilt n Cashin 
your books 
and play OK. If I ax:ept this as ttuth, then what about the pagan celebration 
This seems a clear indication 
that God forbids the Christmas 
tree. OK, you want me to agree 
with your point of "iew. When it's 
Christmas Eve or Mr. Penny and 
Whose laws? Take a drive 
around Carbondale or look on a 
SIreet lamp on the Strip. You'll see. 
- Jobn Moro, Panaeonic, 
Carbondale 
God is merely a creation to seNe humans 
How am we all be human? How 
can anybody not be human except 
humans? Who and what are 
humans? God, being a aeation of 
humans, can only serve as thr, 
mumbo jumbo of lunch plate gar-
nish, our foci<lu (ldlewhile 1:15; 
god I'm late for dinnel). Yet, god 
cannot be human, for She, He, It. 
They, }Jere. Now. Then, There, 
Whate ,_ may be incorporal or • 
least onr..c premium farm land, and 
unable to eallUrkey combos. who's 
to say? Bl1t being or not being a 
trinity can create a tasty triple 
cheese. Is god a vegetarian or does 
god prefer barbecue ribs; see 
Garden of Eden in Genesis? These 
are enduring questiorl$. 
Sin? Try sin. Rub it on, wash it 
off to remove those damaging 
warts (Compound W, back label). 
When you die, your Carcass must 
be hauled off squeaky clean, no 
unsightly blemishes (Streetsantt 
Saa.dabon, secood now to eternity). 
H you are not hauled off, god is 
less clem and green (local park 
service and rock bands, 1989) This 
is the law! Humans put laws in the 
~ (see Hoyle or Robens Rules 
of Order) so that they could play 
poker hands (as in red hot). 
Thus, "whoev« believeth in one 
iota of the integrity of the bible 
thumper or wit.cb/warloclc debaters 
should not perish but wear ever-
lasting boxer shons. .. (Don King, 
I Sib) For 011 the eighth day of the 
eighth round of the eighlb level of 
the eighlb aster of the eighlb move-
ment _ • _, the "tarot touters" and 
"chapter and versers" created 
absurdity in a blessedly obsessed 
sort of way_ - Vmcent MiboUc, 
Carbondale 
Writer who spoke ~o God mispok~, finds Him" 
, But you see all of this has Gnuid avenue and I heard Ibis cry 
changed. Wilb the two letters writ- and turned around to see Ibis burn-
ten, I know now that God does ing bush. (Maybe if I has been a 
truly love me. Christian I would have recognized 
This letter is addressed to all the 
people who misinterpreted my let· 
ter on Nov. 17. 
When I !!!id that I spoke with 
God, it was meant lIS : joke. The " 
idr-a was that I could make foo of 
this stupid evangelical letter writ-
ing movement at SIU. " 
Ibe situation faster). Anywdy at the 
I've found God at last base of this bush was Christ!-
And it was really funny how it Robert D. Kemnitz, junior. 
happened. I was walking down English education. 
~liSA 
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REBELS, from Page 1-------
ooup auempL The military played 
a leey role in ousting her predeces-
sor, Ferdinand Marcos, in February 
1986. 
Aquino vowed 10 use what she 
called "sufficient powers" 10 deal 
with the bloodiest uprising yet. At 
least 76 people have been killed 
and 553 wounded in the insurgen-
cy, in its sixth day Wednesday. 
Aquino accused the rebels of 
using "urban terrorist tactics" but 
said the government "is handling 
this very sensitive situation with 
utmost concern for the safety of 
civiliaPs." 
"I do not contemplate declaring 
maniallaw," Aquino said. "I havc 
sufficient powcrs 10 deal with the 
situation." 
On Tuesday, Vice President 
Salvador l.aurel urged Aquino and 
Congress to resign to allow for 
new general elections. A longtime 
Aquino foe, Laurel said he would 
serve on a civilian-military junta if 
the rebels created one. 
"We must now be honest with 
ourselves and be ready to make 
any personal sacrifice in order to 
save democracy and restore law 
and order," Laurel said. 
In Washington, the State 
Department voiced concern for the 
trapped Americans, but one official 
said U.S. forces were unable to 
IBHE, from Page 1 
The IBHE report stated that 
Hispanic enrollment increased 
from 7 percent of total enrollment 
in 1986 10 more than 8 percent in 
1988. However, Hispanic enroll-
ment at SIU-C has increased by 
almost 9 percent, from 380 stu-
dents in 198610416 in 1988. 
Data for fall 1989 showed the 
trend continuing by &boot another 
3 percent over 1988. 
Seymour Bryson, assistant to the 
president for affmnative action. 
said SIU-C's history of being 
accessible to minorities played a 
role in the increaseL 
HEALll-I, 
from Page 1--
health care from rural cilizens is to 
implement a national health care 
SYSIelll. 
"I feel the time has come when 
this nation develops a national 
health care system," Posbard said. 
'"We need to develop an articulate, 
thorough health care SYSlem." 
Posbard said the present health 
care System is inefficient. 
In implementing a national 
health care system. be added. 
Congress and the nation will have 
to face the tax issue of paying for 
the program. 
"Our door is much wider than 
many institutions in that we look at 
the potential of minority students 
as well as standardized Lest scores 
in granting admission," Bryson 
said. "We are more willing to work 
with students. 
Bryson noted that "SIU has a 
good reputation in the Chicago 
area, which is where many minori-
ty students come from," adding 
that the University was in tie pr0-
cess of hiring a recruiter for the 
Chicago area. "We are lJ'ying 10 
use unique and creative tacIics. .. he 
said. 
"/ do not contem-
plate declaring 
martia/law, " 
-Cofazon Aquino 
provide military assistance to the 
evacuation ereon. 
"This isn't taking place in the 
United States. It may not be as 
simple as bringing in armored 
vehicles," the official said. "When 
the rebels see things like. that hap-
pening they might take certain 
actions, and nobody wants more 
bodies lying in the streets." 
No major fighting was reponed 
in Manila ovemighL Government 
trOOps made steady gains against 
the rebels Tuesday, recoverir.~ 
eight commercial and residential 
buildings in Makati. 
Loyalist troops crouched behind 
armored vehicles and tanks kept up 
a barrage of gunfue as they edged 
into the rebel-held buildings. 
No No No No No 
No Ho No No No 
No No No No No 
No No No 
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By Tony Mancuso .' "miilimcier long, resides fu the sOil' vancties and haii'd.hybiidized them' "Said, ~. " 'We currently arc in the ,prol'l'~s 
S~V Writer and inf~1S the roots of the planl.," into heany local strains. The prob- Gibson said SOS symptoms are of testIng the cOl.nlll~rclill 3,!d 
he said. "This infestation causes a lem has been to develop a hybrid caused as the organism entel's the cxJ?C!1'."ental vanelles m. Southc~! 
'Three University professors disruption in the vascular system. that is both resistant and heany. he soybean root and goes through the I1~mols ~or .. SO~1 reslslan.cc, 
fram the College of Agriculture's resulting in poor water uptake and saId. veins. It bides until the plant begins Gibson ~id. We .. ~ .have ~1artC;d 
Department of Plant and Soil eventual growth-stunting or death "Nematode resistance is an elu- to fill its pods. Then yellowing a few. resIstant hybndlza~(lJls, ~I 
Science are involved in ongoing of the planL" sive characteristic. It is an ongoing appears between the veins, which · ... e Win nlll ha~7 eval~?ns f~~,a 
reSCarch into soybean disease. Schmidt said 80 perrent of soy- process to develop new strain and progresses 10 spots that tum browl1 couple of y~;J.;~- ;::i 
Paul Gibson, Michael Schmidt bean fields south of Interstate 70 it takes many cycles 10 get a breed cUld die. He said~iiti~iCh b~s 
and·.Qva) Myers, Jr. are researching are infested 10 some degree and that has both characteristics," he covered o~sJHuw; ~d foUJtd 
an!i'deve~oping the resistance in that one half of those result in sig- said, In more serious cases the spots 20 ap~~~~:sOscepLibic 
~ strains of soybean plants to nificant yield loss. In some drastic Thus far, the team has nroduced enlarge, the leaves falloff, the pods to SOS, i~ ~'Ut'R:.il!f'dJarmlirild 
twodiseases. cases the nematode is capable of three marketable ~y~'breeds: fall off and the plant dies. SDS has that is S~;btfe'sted"2nd thc 
"we are devel~pin~ strains of reducing a field's production ,~O the Egyptian in 191>4, the Pyramid been known 10 cut yield up to 60 hy~ridi~ation' i~' done at i~C 
soybeans that are JeS1SIant 10 the "perce~L, . ',:' , . ,':'" jn198S;andthePharo.1hin'I989." ,~~~said. .UOlvers.~":JPenmental farm}n 
Soybean Cyst Nematode and to. ,':"Jbere.are OV« 10,000 V-dIlelJes: . , \1'" . "We are nOltotally certain of all Carbondale. 
Soyl>ean Sudden Death' of soybeans. ()nly 32 of them are. . nlversuy researc~ l,ntO ,the, .the causal organisms of SDS, "We planted llie soybeans that 
Syndrome," Schmidt said.' resistl\nt to the nematode," So~ S~~nI9Death ~~,?iOme although we are certain the prima· are to be crossed in a crossing 
He said the team has been Schmidt said. "The resistant strains was starte an 85. anu-I"'~ not ry organism is the Fusarium fun. 
researching the nematode, which is originated in Manchuria and have ~ nearly as developed, Gibson gus. In 1986 wlt!CProduced the block, which is a close space mak,. 
a wormlike microscopic organism, been bred into the American S3J!...e condl'tl'on was d.'scovered same symptollls.< with a ~N,!n~ to breed the plants," 
and developing new breeds of strains." 111 Xanthamonas type bactccia, but 
nernatode-resistt soybeans since The University team has taken in Southern IlIinois·in 1980 ~ is further research in that area has Next summer the learn will 
1976. . the genes that give rise to resis- continuing 10 Spread north. It's been discontinued due to lack of begin studying the inheritance of 
~'The nematode, which is one tance from the wild Manchuria becoming a serious problem," he funds," Gibson said. SDS ;-esistance. 
Ex-Marion council member 
indicted for child molestation·' 
By Douglas Powell ~. , . ~ faces two more ctWg~ of. 
Staff Writer . sexual abuse against two other 
Grand jury inqicts graduate student 
on criminal sexual assault charges 
~y DoUg~S 'P~II-;' Wabash COWIty.·- ~:> Police Departmenl., said. Williamson County youths who . 
A fonner Marion City Council WCJe between the.ages of 13 and. 
membel' was anested and taken to.'';'' 11.31 the lime of the assaults. Staff Writer . The charges Aiimwald faces Sawyer said he,called to the 
the Williamson County Jail shmly· . Gamati said he called the lWQ 
after he was found guilty in older of die three youths to the \,Vit~ 
W~ County Court Tuesday ness stand' Tuesday and they. -
of sexually abusing a boy younger claimed Presson fondledthern.' 
than 13. Monday the youngest youth 
"Rex Presson was found guilty took the stand and told Judge 
of aggravated crimin'll sexual Nelson be and his friends spent 
abuse for fondling a boy at a time at Presson's borne, and 
Williamson County swimming Presson had taken them swim-
facility and alhis home in ming,Gamatisaid. 
Marion," Charles Garnati, Also Monday, ~iane Hood of 
Williamson County State's Herrin and Mary Jane Estrada of 
Attorney, said. Marion took the SIand.. Gamati said 
Presson's two-day bench trial 'the two women testified that they 
ended Tuesday after Judge David witnessed Presson fondle the 
C. Nelson fOWld Prcssm guilty on youths white at the swimming 
one"llf tlIret charges, Gamati said. facility. 
The stale filed three charges of Presson's defense attorney 
aggravated criminal sexual abuse Bernard A. Paul of Marion 
against~n. declined 10 comlJi~nt on the con-
~ of 304 S. Second St in viction. 
...-...- -
A University graduate student 
in education was indicted by a 
grand jury last Friday on 11 
comllS of criminal sexual assault 
against a IO-year-old Wabash 
COIIntyboy. . 
Gary L. Auerswald, 45, was 
charged with 10 counts of crimi· 
nal sexual assault before the 
grand jury convened Friday, but 
Steve Sawyer, Wabash County 
State's AtlOrney; said the grand 
. jury foUnd sufficient evidence 10 
indict Auef',waid on 11 counlS. 
Auerswald, a Wabash County 
native, was joarrested by 
UniversilY pplu:e in Jacksoa 
County on Nov~ J 7 and larer 
posted $10,000 bond after an 
appearance befon: " judge in 
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stem from an investigation con· stand four agents from three dif-
ducte4 by several Ia", enforce- Cerent investigalive agencies dur-
menJ agencies. including the ing the grand jlJry hearing. but 
Illinois Dcparll1lCllt DfChildren declined 10 comment at length on 
and Family Services ami Lne what went on during the closed 
Illinois Department of Criminal hcaring, 
Investigations. Auerswald was scheduled for 
The charges contend that duro a preliminary bearir:g last 
'ing August, September and Monday, but' Sawyer opted for 
October of J 986, Aumwald sex- the grand jury. 
uaUy assaulted the boy, who was Sawyer said there are two 
ten years old at the time. melh('ds a Slate's auorney can 
,The assaults allegedly choose 10 obtain a true bill of 
occurred in rural Wabash indictment. and he chose the 
County, Sawyer said. grand jury. 
Evidence supporting the Auerswald's trial date will not 
f~~~f:"~e~::U!C;:=j~ b~ ~el until he has been. 
willlin the last few months dur- arraigned, Sawyer said. . -
ing a sepamte investigation, Sgt. Auerlol·,ald. wllo' is free on. 
Larry Eaton, of the University bond, also declined 10 comment. 
HEY KIDS: 
Santa's waiting for you to send him your letters and 
if yours best represents ''The Spirit of Christmas" 
youll be awarded a $25 gift certificate. 
All letters submitted by children preschool througf'o. 
grade 2 will be published in the Daily Egyptian on 
Wednesday. December 13.1989 
Gift certificate hi donated by the University bookstore. 
Honorable mentions will also be named. 
(Please limit letters to a maximum of 40 words.) 
Deadline to submit letters is: 
4:00PM FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1989 
Send letters to: 
~ r"~ii\ ~ 
Santa Claus 
c/o Daily Egyptain 
Comm. Bldg. Room 1259 
Southern Dlinois University 
Carbondale Il, 62901 
Thatcher defeats rival 
in parliamentary vote 
LONDON (UPI) - Prime 
MiniSlCr Margaret Thatcher sur-
vived the first challenge 10 her 
leadership of the Conservative 
Party in 14 years Tuesday, deci-
sively beating a fellow 
Conservative who disliked her 
auilude IOward the European 
Community. 
Thatcher defeated Sir 
Anthony Meyer by a vote of 
314-33, with 24 abstentions, 
said Member of Parliament 
Cranley Onslow, chairman of 
the committee that ovasaw the 
vote. 
Three of 374 members did 
not vote. MP Michael Heseltine, 
who was considered a possible 
successor 10 lbatcher until he 
resigned from the Cabinet in a 
defense dispute, refused 10 par-
ticipate. lINo orhm ~;ere ilL 
"I'd like to say how very 
pleased I am with this result, 
and very pleased that I have the 
overwhelming suppon of my 
colleagues in the House and of 
people from the pany in the 
countIy," "Ibatcber said. 
The result leaves the govern-
ment free to concentrate on 
"real issues," she said, such as 
reducing inflation, Ihe European 
Community and reforms in 
Easrern Europe. 
Immediately after the result 
was announced, Thatcher left 
the House of Commons without 
comment for a qular appoint-
ment with Queen Elizabeth n. 
0" her way 10 hear the result, 
T"natcher was asl:ed whether she 
was confldmt of winning. She 
held up both hands to show 
crossed fingers and said, "Yes, 
yes." 
Even bef(R the ballolS w~ 
counted Meyer saj." 'Ie expected 
lOiose. 
"I got more votes than I 
expected 10 gel," he said. "The 
total of votes for me plus 
abstentions was rather higher 
than I expected." 
Meyer, who was viewed as a 
stalking-horse candidate who 
may clear the way for a more 
serious challenge 10 Thatcher, 
said, "I will nOl be running 
again. Once is enough. But it is 
now for OIoers 10 decide if the 
leadership q~on needs 10 be 
reopened." 
The challenge was the fll"St 
since Thatcher unseated party 
leader Edward Heath in 1975. 
While detraCtOrS pointed OUI 
that 60 party members did not 
VOle for Thatcher, her suppon-
ers were-delighted with the easy 
win of the woman who has ear-
ried them 10 Ihree election victo-
ries. 
"I think it's a troublesome 
result for her," said John Cole, a 
commentator for the British 
Broadcasting Corp. ~'They're 
not disastrously bad figures but 
they are not as good as she 
might have hoped. .. 
Former Convervative Pany 
Chairman Norman Thbbia said, 
"This is very close 10 an abm-
lute triumph." 
"Celtainl ,I think her author-
ity is poslvely reinforced by 
this," said Defense Secretary 
George Younger, who ran 
ThaIcbec's campaign. .. After 15 
years, it's Rlally remarbble that 
out of 371 people voting, 314 
still gave her their full and 
wholehearted support. .. 
"It's worth it because it's 
raised the whole question of 
whether Mrs. Thatcher's poli-
cies and Mrs. Thatcher's style 
of leadership me tbe ones which 
are most likely to win the next 
election [or the Conservative 
Pany and the ones most suited 
10 British needs at this critical 
junction in the history of 
Europe." 
Soldiers kill five infiltrators 
crossing into Israeli territory 
Jr:RUSALEM (upJ) - Israeli 
soldiers killed five infiltralOrs who 
crossed into Israel's Negev Desert 
from hgypl Tuesday in an apparenl 
effon 10 make a dramatic attack for 
the second anniversary of the start 
of the Palestinian uprising, the mili-
tary said. 
No Israelis were wounded or 
killed in the incident that occurred 
early Tuesday near the Egyptian 
border. The military did not release 
information on the clash until al 
least 12 hours later. 
"The cell was on their way 10 a 
strike in Israeli territory," a 
spokesman for the Israeli army 
said ... At this stage it is not clear to 
which organization the terrorists 
belOI.ged." 
Israeli warplanes, meanwhile, 
bombed Palestinian targets in 
soutt:ern Lebanon, wounding at 
least seven people. 
The Israeli military said its jelS 
pounded the bases of Ahmed 
Jibril's Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine-General 
Command and Talaat Yacoub's 
Palestine Liberation Front, in the 
village of Majdelyoun, 2.5 miles 
east of Sidon. 
A U.N. official in Lebanon said 
Israeli aniIlery also hit the village 
of Hadatha on the edge of Israel's 
seIf-declared "security zone." 
The raid, the 15th this year on 
guerrilla bases, came as Israel and 
ilS surrogate militia, South Lebanon 
Army. continued shelling the mar-
ket town of Nabatiyeh. 33 miles 
south of Beirut, for a fOL.onb consec-
utiveday. 
In the infiltration attempt, an 
army patrol encountered guerrillas 
who had crossed from the Sinai 
Peninsula inlO Israel. The patrol 
chased the guerrillas and killed the 
five, who were armed with five 
automatic assault rifles, a pistol, 51 
hand grenades and ammunition, 
officials said. 
Maj. Gen. Malan Vtlna'i., head of 
the Israeli Southern Command, said 
the large amount of equipment 
"poinlS at the intention to simply 
kill, not to argue too much. not to 
carry out a bargaining SIrike. but a 
killing strike.. .. 
Vllna'i also said the infilttation 
attempt IXObably was linked to the 
second anniversary of the start of 
the Palestinian uprising on 
Sanuday. 
"We me all aware of the fact that 
(Dec.) 9 is twO years from the offi-
cial date of the beginning of the 
uprising," Vdna'j told Army Radio. 
"There is no doubt that the organi-
zalions we are dealing wilh will 
make attempts 10 carry OUl a strike 
of this son. " 
Mi'~l..'U)' officials have said they 
t'lCpected some Palestinian organi-
zations to altempt auacks 10 draw 
auention to the anniversary. 
Two days before the Nov. 15 
anniversary of the "declaration of 
independence" by the Palestine 
Liberation Organization, two sol-
diers were shot to death in an 
ambush outside Gaza City. 
Egypt is the only Arab nation 
with a peace treaty with Israel, and 
the border between the two coun-
tries is considered fairly quiet and 
so;;ure. 
Tuesday's infiltration attempt 
was the fifth across the Egyptian 
border in the last twO years. 
On March 7, 1988, Ihree guenil-
las hijacked a bus near Dimona in 
the Negev DeserL The guerrillas 
and three Israeli civilians were 
killed when an Israeli anti-terrorism 
force stormed the bus. 
In the occupied Gaza Strip 
Tuesday, soldiers shot and killed an 
AIab youth. Naser Abdel Aziz, 17, 
during clashes in Gaza City, 
Palestinian saurc:es reported. 
Christians, Mosl~ms clash 
Rghting in Lebanon spreads panic; five people wounded 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI)-
Christian and Moslem factions 
exchanged fire on Beirut's Green 
Line Tuesday, wounding at least 
five people and triggering panic 
among residenlS who (ear another 
wave of violence. 
Newly elected President Elias 
Hrawi said in remarks published 
Tuesday he will a* Syria 10 with-
draw ilS troops from areas where 
the Lebanese government can 
extend its authority once the 
"abllOClnal situation" in Ouistian 
east Beirut ends. 
Hrawi said he received twO ~ 
phone conl8CtS twO days ago from 
U.s. Assistant Secretary of State 
John Kelly "who conftrmed on 
behalf of the United States that a 
solution is forthcoming and !:l".at 
stability will return !O LebarIOlJ and 
ilS sovereignty will be re-estab-
lished 011. ilS tenitory soon. .. 
the capital into Modem and 
Christian sectors and shells crashed 
on residential areas elose to the 
demarcation line. 
Fighting erupted for one hour 
along the Green line that dividl..~ 
Police said three people w~re 
wounded in the Ouistian enclave. 
among them a Christian army offi-
cer. and a woman was wounded in 
Moslem west BeiruL Another sol-
dier was wounded by a sniper bul-
let in the Dahr Al-Wahesh front in 
the mountains. 
Going Home For 
The Holidays? 
tllGoGr~hound 
.1': • And leave arivingto us. 
Our Freight Ser,.,ice 
is available to ship 
your belongings home. 
Call for details! 
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POLICE, from Page 1--------
police played a key role in prevent-
ing dissent and crushing pro-
democracy demonslrations just 
before Honecker resigned and 
ncver have enjoyed public support. 
Outrage over the alleged abuses 
has spread, driving demonstrators 
back into the streets by the hun-
dreds of thousands in Leipzig and 
other cities. 
Indignant protesters stormed 
state security police offices in at 
least three cities Monday and 
Tuesday in the hope of disrovering 
evidence implicating party offi-
cials. Pro-democracy groups. 
appealing for calm, tried to stop 
the crowds from entering the 
police buildings. 
Sunday, the government 
announced the resignation of the 
Communist Pany Politbmo and the 
Central Committee. including 
recently named party chief Egon 
Krenz - in effect the party's entire 
leadership. The party lea:Iership in 
explaining its resignation acknowl-
edgc..t its failure 10 stamp out offi-
cial corruption. 
The party resignations virtually 
snipped Y.renz of power, although 
he remains titular head of state. 
The government is being run by 
Prime Minister Hans Modrow, 
while a special committee has been 
entrusted with party affairs pend-
ing an emergency C.lmmunist 
Party congress later this month, 
when new officials are expected 10 
be named. 
Just before resigning, the party 
leadership purged 11 discredited 
former officials from the party, 
including Honecker. 
Two key members of 
Honecker's Polilburo were arrested 
last week and at Jeast 30 other offi-
cials are being investigated. 
Former Secretary of State for 
Economic Coordination Alexander 
Schalck-Golodowski apparently 
ned the country and was named as 
Ii fugitive by East Gerrr.m authori-
ties, who asked several Western 
governments to help find him. 
Schalck-Golodowski, who had 
been in charge of foreign currency 
procurements, is suspected of hav-
ing used his post for "personal 
enrichment and favoritism," ADN 
reported. 
Vogel, the lawyer who was 
arrested Tuesday, had said f!3flier 
this week he had been asked in a 
telephone call from outside the 
country to represent Sc,halck-
Golodowski, should the forma 
official's case go ''a court, 
Vogel had gained an ir:Il:mation-
al reputation after negotiating a 
series of East-West spy s\\aps. He 
also played a key role in u:gotiat-
ing a massive exodus of East 
Germans to the West from other 
East Bloc countries earlier this 
year. 
EFFECT, from Page 1------"--
tariffs on Soviet products in' the and Gorbachev 1alked about sign-
United StaleS, if the Soviet leader ing a pactlo reduce U.S. and 
}:eeps his promise 10 put into place Soviet long-range nuclear weapons 
Jelaxed emiRTation laws in the by 30 to 50 percent., state depart-
Soviet Union. , ment officials said. 
With this oifez on the table, Rep. The pact would be signed at a 
Glenn Posbani, ~ said superpowez summit in the United 
Southern Dlinois bas an additional States next SUIIiIIICL 
marlcet bits export products- PresidelIt Bush said Monday in e 
"As long as the Soviet Union is press confezence from Belgium, as 
willing 10 IOOC down military inter- seen ClO a1eievision n:port, money 
vention with other pans of the . saved 'from tbe 4efense budget 
world and CD let Idorms in Eastem my.-ouIdthe UbeniteduscdSt~?!.. alCial ~ 
Europe proceed rapid!y. then the .......... 
United Slates should extend Bush'said, however, that some 
favored-nation stalUS upClO them: problems are nOL going to be 
Poshard said. solved simply by putting more 
U.S. c!ilcials said Bush also told money inlO the programs. 
Gorbachev be would support the The best answez 10 helping pea-
Soviet Union's enlrant:e into the Pie. Bush said, is through a sound 
General Agreement ClO Tariffs and economy brought on by reducing i~~~~~li~ii Trade, a 97-nation trade organiza- the deficiL 
lion, as soon as the Soviet Union Poshard and Sen. Paul Simon,. 
eases emigratioo restrictions. D-Makanda. -agreed with die 
10nadIan Gaffney, n::seaIdt ~ PresideIII. 
ciate for the Georgetown "The President is righL The 
Uni~ty Center b Sttaregic and American people need 10 demand 
International Studies, said the dIat we apply these savings toward 
Soviet Union needs about eveay the debt," Poshard said. 
consumez product that the United Simon said if the United States 
States and othez Western nations can have an improved relationship 
c:ouldoffer. with we Soviet Union, defense 
"The Soviets need aIllcinds of spending could be cut by $1 bil-
products. but they have no money." lion. 
be said. "1bey are looking more Half of that nioney. Simon said, fa-=,:~ the two could be used toward decreasing 
nations would bring a direct retI!m the massive budget deficit, and the 
througb profits for the business other half of the sav''lgs could be 
that invest in the Soviet Union. split between heaIIh Cil e and edu-
Gaffney said. calion. 
But after meeting with NAID in 
An indirect return through the Belgium early this week, Bush said 
trade, he added. would be the be is in 110 burry to significantly 
Soviet Union beooming IIJII1CWbat cut military arms without NAID 
ofanally. approval. according to United 
, Gaffney said he hopes Press InternalionaL 
University students realize wbat a In fact, Bush said NAID and the 
truly bistorical figure Gorbacbev Warsaw PaCl must continue to 
bas beeo in making Ibese chaDges. exist separalCly. 
Raben Berls, deputy din:etDr of "But is the cold war raging like 
the American CommiUce 00 U.s.- it was?'- Bush asked. "Absolutely 
Soviet Relations, said even tboogb DOL" 
the potential for increased tcade While the two supetpowers were 
between the two countries is JIIOIl- meeting in MaltA last weekend, 
umental, it will be a Ioog time Bnsb said nothing less than a before anyone set.'S lb~ optum in 
U.s,-Soviet trade. peaceful revolution was occurring 
in Eastern Europe. 
"The sbort-term benetits of "It's all very much connected, 
increased trade 10 the Soviet Union the summit and Eastern European 
ill the rapid increase of consumer changes." Berls said_ "Th" 
goods in that country," Beds said. changes in Eastern Europe have 
The Suviet Union, however. will underscored the potential of desta-
have 10 be able 10 develop and po- bilizing (U.S.-Soviet relations) 
r""i>athese goods itself." be because of problems that could exc said the United States ::: if the changes get out of con-
might need this market b its can- "It's important for the leaders 10 
WIlla" exports when the European come to that understanding," he 
Common Market opens in 1992. ~
"When the trade barriers come University Associate Political 
down, the likelihood is that they Science Professor Leland Stauber 
may choose to start shutting out said both the U.S. and Soviet gov-
more U.S. ?fOducrs, and we then emments, along with the We~~ 
will need more markets (such as German gcvemment, see eye to 
the Soviet Union) for our exports," eye on the movement of -.:hanges in 
be said. Eastern Europe. 
On the wms-control frunt, Bush "'They don't want an outburst of 
violen('.e," be said. "The Soviets 
and the U.S. are concerned that 
changes come about in an orderly 
and peaceful way, and I think the 
way changes have been taking 
place has surprised most experts in 
this region." 
Stauber said the President made 
a wise decision in having the Malta 
Summit in light of the European 
changes. 
"The changes in Ea'item Europe 
are reducing conflict between the 
two nations, not removing con-
flict, M he said. "The two COIL'lnies 
have always had differci"ll ideas, 
but the changes are lowering the 
level of tension between them." 
Stauber said one of the most 
enormous impacts -ofthis reduced 
tension is the loosening of rrll;l two 
milirary alliances. 
And this makes these days a 
truly remarkable time in history. 
Gaffney said. 
United Press Intunational COfJ-
trwUled to this report. 
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Student spe'nds energi~§. 
on internship, work, school 
By Brian Gross 
Staff Writer 
Working three jobs and attend-
ing school full-time is not a sched-
ule most people auempl to wrestle 
with, but University engineering 
student Linda Straley is not most 
people. 
Two of the jobs Slialey works 
are providing her with valuable 
work experience, in addition to 
paying for her education. One is an 
engineering internship and the 
other involves working as an engi-
ne~ring consultanl 
"I would ral~er be real busv," 
Straley said of handling her full 
!>Chcdule. "And I'm really excited 
about workng in my major." 
S!raley, from D<.'wner's Grove, 
is a senior at majori!1g in industrial 
technology. Her intern work at 
Rehabilitation and Vocational 
Education this summer and at 
Magic Chef in Herrin this fall has 
been very important to her, she 
said. 
"In any major, if you have the 
opponunity to work at an intern-
ship, take il," Straley said. "There's 
textbook learning and th¢ll there's 
real-life learning. When I walk: into 
Magic Chef, I'm not a college stu-
dent anymorc.~ 
Aside from her everyday duties 
including paperwork, Straley bas 
worked on several different pro-
jects, pan of her role as a mainte-
nance engineer intern at Magic 
Chef. She said she enjoys working 
in the machine shop atmosphere, 
getting serial numbers, assigning 
asset numbers and designing filing 
systems. 
Her job at RAVE consisted of 
different duties. She would :alee 
small components apan and while 
reconstructing it, come up with 
ideas for new tool designs that 
would assist physically-disabled 
workers. 
"I worked with them to show 
them how to assemble- things or cut 
wire," Straley said. "These folks 
were learning something. Trey 
were really proud when they did. 
That was neal, their being SO proud 
of what they could do, because 
they should be. It was almost like 
watching a child growing up." 
"It was a different job," she said. 
'I enjoyed going to work." 
Besides the wages she earns as 
an intern, Straley said she also 
receives three hours of credit for 
every semester she works at least 
20 hours as an intern. 
"There's no better education 
than that," Straley said. "It takes 
the place of just taking e1eclive 
hours and it can really help point 
you in the direction you're going." 
Straley, who will grad'uate in 
May, said she doesn't have a job 
lined up after graduation because 
she ha~ marriage plans in June. Her 
fiance lives in California, so she 
said she is not sure where she will 
look for a job. 
Aside from her valuable work 
experience, Straley said she will 
have another advantage in finding 
work in thal, as a female, she is a 
minority in engineering positions. 
"It's an advantage that I'm going 
to take," Straley said, "but it's sad 
for the average white male, 
because cOIT.panies have to fill 
their quotas." 
Engineering exam refresher 
course slated for January 
By Brian Gross 
Staff Writer 
Eugineering graduates planning 
to take either the Engineer in 
Training exam or me Professional 
Engineer exam can enroll in a 10-
week refresher C()IID)e that will be 
offered at the University. 
Graduates must register by Jan. 16 
10 enroll in the course. which costs 
$170. Classes will begin Jan. 23 
and will meet Tuesdays from 7 10 
W p.m. in the Engineering and 
Technology Building. 
The course is deSigned to help 
graduateS who have been fulfilling 
experience requirements. 
Graduates are required 10 have four 
years of experience working in an 
engineering position under a quali-
fied engineer before taking the 
Professional Engineer exam. 
Passing the el!:am will register the 
graduate as a professional engineer 
in Illinois. 
"The chances of passing the 
exam ale not very good when 
you've been out working," E. E. 
Cook, associate dean of engineer-
ing, said. "These things really get 
away from you. " 
The profl:ssionai engineer exam 
is not given at SlU-C, but is 
offered at olhtt SIl-\Ie locations. The 
Err, an engineering fundamentals 
exa-n, will be given April J 9 at the 
Unn~rsity by the Illinois 
Department of Professional 
Regulation. 
''Our students have a 90 percent 
pass rate on the EIT," Cook said. 
"We're preuy sure it's one of the 
highest rates in the stale." 
The EIT tests students on the 
fundamentals of engineering 
learned in school The Professional 
Engineer exam differs in that it 
tests the day-to-day ability of engi-
neers in such things as designing a 
bridge or a robotic syStem. 
"If you pass the Professional 
Engineer e-m, you're judged by 
your peers and found to be compe-
tent of being a practicing engi-
neer," Cook said. 
The SIU-C refresher course will 
cover engineering fWldanol".ntais in 
engineering mathematics. chem-
istry, physics, engineering eco-
nn.mics and basic engineering sci-
ence. The Division of Continuing 
Education, phone 536-7751, has 
information on enrOlling in the 
course. 
Applications for the EIT and 
Professional EngiDeo' exams must 
be obtained through the Illinois 
Department of -_ Professional 
Regulation, 320 W. WaslJjngton, 
Third Floor, Springfield, IL 62786. 
phone (217) 785-0800. 
Applications need 10 be on file at_ 
the office 90 days before the exam 
date. ' -
Post-Dispatch writer describes 
tales of covering Olympic Games 
By Marlo Millikin 
Staff Writer 
As the only American to carry 
the 1988 Olympic torch through 
the streets of Seoul, South Korea, 
Dave Dorr said thoiJghts of pride, 
hUlT'bleness and fear of tripping 
f"d11 through his head. 
Dorr was nominated three times for the 
Pulitzer Prize for his work on the Olympic 
Games of which he said is similar to front-
line war reporting. 
"I kept thinking that if it (the crcd by newspapers, Dorr said the 
flame) went out, it would be the demands of reporting on Olympic 
first time in history," Dorr saitl in a events were comparable to front-
lecture held at 4 p.m. Tuesday in line war reponing. 
Lawson 23 L "You were lucky if an athlete 
A spons writer for the Sl Louis wanted to talk to you," Dorr said. 
Post-Dispatch since 1966, Dorr The 1980 Lake Placid Winter 
was selected as a torch bearei for games changed this because spons 
the 1988 games as a result of his information directors began pro-
coverage of several Olympic jects such as writing athlete biogra-
Games. phlcs for journalists, Dorr said. 
Dorr said the facL he had been a Dorr said reporting on up to 24 
runner for a number of years also different events creates a necessity 
brought his name to the aucntion for fellow journalists' suppon and 
of the selection committee. sharing of notes and resources. It 
Dorr was nominated three times also provides 18-hour days for 20 
for a Pulitzer Prize for his work on to 25 days. 
the Olympic Games. He began his "You find yourself trying to fmd 
Glr('cr of Olympic coverage at the time to eat," Dorr said. 
1972 Munich, West Germany, Language barriers and tran:.-
Games. ponation breakdowns are problems 
During the 19505 and 19605, common to covering games out· 
\\"h,'n the Games mainly were cov- side the United StaleS, Dorr said. 
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Meeting deadlines also is a prob-
lem because of different Lime 
zones, he said. 
Dorr is also the author of 
"Running Back," a non-fiction 
work about Steve Heidenreich, one 
of America's top milers in the late 
1970s who was struck by a hit--
and-run driver, suffered brain dam-
age and returned 10 filii again. 
Dorr's other accomplishments 
include his three-part profile of 
Olympian Jacki Joyner-Kersee in 
1988 which was one of 35 stories 
chosen from 800 enlries for inclu-
sion in the "Best SporL~ Stories." 
He also served on a committee 
that nominated the fltSt group of 
inductees for the U.S. Olympic 
Hall of Fame. 
The Society of Professional 
Journalists sponsored the lecture. 
~~------------------------------~ 
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Chinese student movement wirls rights award 
BOSTON (UPlj - The Chinese 
student movement, which sparked 
last spring's deadly fight for frec-
dom of expression and democracy 
in Bcijing, Tucsday was awarded 
one of three 1989 international 
Recbok Hum:!:} Rights Awards. 
To a standing ovation. as other 
rccipients stood misty-eycd, 
Chin.:sc S:udenl Movement lead-
ers Li Lu. 23, and Wu'er Kaixi, 20 
said Ihey accepted their awards 
"on behalf 0: the hundreds of 
thousands of swdents who belong 
to the democracy movement in 
China." 
The other named recipients from 
China were Chai Ling, 24, pre-
sumed to be either dead or in hid-
ing, and Wang Dan, 24, who is 
now imprisoned and believed to 
have been tortured by his govern-
menL 
"This award reminds us that 
even in the darkest wimer, thc 
hopes of a warm spring will still be 
heard. We will again see spring in 
Beijing," said Li. 
The second annual awards, total-
ing $100,000, were prcscnted by 
rock star Sting and former 
Olympic athlete Rafer Johnson at 
historic Fancuil Hall. 
"I'm speaking as an ordinary 
working man with four children 
and concerns about their future." 
said Sting, a driving force in last 
year's two-month. 20-city 
Amnesty International human 
rights concert tour with Bruce 
Springsteen, Peter Gabriel, Tracy 
Chapman and YOIi.>SOU N'douc. 
"II is very frightening 10 me that 
I live, and my children live, in a 
world where governments cynical-
ly and routinely discard basic 
decency and violate their citi7.cns' 
fundamental human rights," hc 
said. 
Recbok, the Stoughton, Mass.,-
based footwear manufacturcr, 
began the awards pmgr:!lll la~t year 
\(l honor those under age 30 who, 
against great odds, have signifi-
cantly increased awareness of 
human rights. 
The $30,000 cash prize accom-
panying the award to the Chinese 
students will be used 10 establish a 
special fund 10 seek the release of 
imprisoned student activists in 
China. 
The other recipienlS are: 
• Dawat Lupung, 25, a native. of 
the endangered Malaysian rain for-
est who has rallied !.is Penan pe0-
ple to form hum!lo blockades to 
battle government-sponsored log-
ging that is destroying their home-
land. (510,000 to the Sarawak 
Penans Association). 
• Mercedes Dorcui. 30, and Luis 
Fondebrider, 25. of Argentina's 
forensic anthropology team, whose 
exhumations of thousands of pe0-
ple who "disappeared" during 
their country's military reign of ter-
ror from 1976-1983 brought truth 
to families and legal evidence 
against officials responsible. 
(510,000 to Eqllipo Argentino de 
Antropologia Forense). 
• Bryan Stevenson, 29, of 
Atlanta, a staff lawyer for the 
Southern Prisoners' Defense 
Commiuce who has devoted his 
career to lighting racial discrimina-
tion in the criminal justice system. 
(530,000, Southern Prisoners' 
Defense Commiucc). 
• Louise Br.'I3l1y-Criuenden cf 
Big Mountain, Ariz., a Navajo 
Indian who has worked since 1974 
to reverse a series of governmental 
policies that forced 15,000 of her 
people off their ancestral home-
lands. (510,000, Big Mountain 
Legal Defense Fund). 
• Boston lawyers Alan Khazci 
and Michael Bmwn, Harvard Law 
School graduates who [orowd City 
Year, a non-profit urban peace· 
corps enlisting y,-.;;,g [)cople to 
help the homeless, hung'y, elderly 
and handicapped in the Boston 
ana ($10,000, City Year; 
Historian daims author lied 
about characters in novel 
Nadia Comaneci settles in Florida, 
considers putting life story on film 
CHARLESTON, S.C. (UPI) 
- A historian who studied arti-
facts from a salvaged Civil War 
steamer and diaries of 
prominent citizens claims 
. "Gone With The Wmd" author 
Margaret Mitchell lied abcut the 
. basis for her charaaers. 
E. Lee Spence of Charleston 
said Tuesday he's not "bying 10 
rain Oil anyone's parade," par-
.tticularly with celebrations 
~ upcoming in Atlanla 10 mark the 
50th anniversary of the revered 
movie version of Mitchell's 
work. 
.. ~ Mitchell lied when 
she claimed her characters were 
purefx:tion," he said. 
Spence credited Mitchell with 
being a "superb historian and 
storytella," but said she inten-
tionally concealed the true ori-J 
gin of bel" characIers. t-
Based on his research, Spence - . 
is convinced the r~1 Rhett;·· 
Butler was the tall, hilndsome'::~ 
outspoken Charl~stonian;, 
George Alfred Trenholm. owner'!: 
of more than 60 ~ tha( 
tried to outrun Union navali, 
blockades in the CiVIl War. < 
Spence said other principal .. 
chaJactees in the SIOJ)' also can< 
be connected to real people. 
"Although the plot in' 
GWTW was fictional, vinually 
evay one of ~'s chaJac-
tees were based on real people," 
he said, "and incidents in their 
lives formed the real meat of the 
story." 
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E HOW WOULD YOU UKE A FREE lRlP i 
ETO PANAMA CITY BEACH. FLORlDA?E 
: All you have to do is sign up : i 30 of your closest friends : 
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (UPI) -
Celebrity Romanian defector 
Nadia Comaneci said Tuesday she 
has given up gymnastics and will 
scule in Florida, possibly making a 
movie about her life. 
In a.· brief appearance at 
Hollywood City Hall, Comaneci, 
who stunned the worId with a his-
IOric string of perfect lOs in the 
1976 Olympics, was asked if she 
planned 10 ~ gymnastics. 
"Not at all," she replied, speak-
ing hesilantly in English. "Because 
I want 10 do other things. I intend 
to make a movie, about my story ... 
She did not elaborate on the 
movie plans. 
Comaneci, 28, appeared with 
Conslanin Panait, 38, a Romanian 
exile who helped her defCCL Panait 
is married and has four children 
but has been romantically linked 10 
Comane::i. 
Asked about their relationship 
and whether they planned to be 
married, Comaneci laughed and 
said the mauer was private. .' 
Said Panai .. "1 can't answer. I let 
you know." . 
Comaneci said she was cwreIitly 
Slaying in Miami. at a hotel she 
would not identify, and plans to 
seuIe somewhere in south Florida. 
Hollywood Mayor Mara 
Giulianti gave her a ceremonial 7-
inch key to the city Tuesday and 
other city officials welcomed her 
IOHorida. 
Comaneci aossed the Romanian 
border into Hungary Nov. 28 after 
a six-hour man:h through ice and 
snow and was granted asylum in 
New York. where she had been 
since Friday. 
She expressed concern for her 
relatives back in Romania and said 
she was scared during her jowney 
across the Romanian border 
"because it was dangerous for 
somebody 10 catch me. " 
"I feel very well. l. wanted '0 
come from many years ago, bt. I 
didn't fmd somebody to help me," 
Comaneci said. 
State Depanment representatives 
greeted Comaneci and Panait as 
they stepped off a flight from New 
York Monday night and lOOk them 
to an undisclosed hotel in Miami. 
Comaneci had sai:l earlier"she 
would not be involved with the 
U.S. Gymnastics Federation. 
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TI--IE For 5 Minutes Be -. I ~()FF!nEl: The Star You Always ~it~:',~'." 
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}'hurs., Dec. 7th 8 .. 10:45 p.m. f.~ ..~:(t~" ..
Various entertainment (singing, , ~1~ .. 
poetry, reading, etc.) on an open t:/C\.:~ 
microphone_ (piano available) ;~' 
Sign up in the Big Muddy Room by oy~~ ·1" 
7:30 p.m. Limit 15 performances. . ;;', 
FREE Coffee· FREE Admission . (,.) 
Best WIShes and Have A Creal Break! 
3rd floor, Student Center. 
Office: 536-3393 Hotline: 536-5556 
SPC Fine Arts 
presents 
Censors,hip In 
. the Arts 
Panel Discussion 
TONIGHT 
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Free Admission 
In the Student Center Auditorium. 
Reception immediately following the discussion, 
in the International Lounge. 
I 
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Herrin man reprints works 
of 1938 English professor 
By carrie Pomeroy 
Entertainment Editor 
Gordon Pruett, a Herrin resident 
who saiti he !>ecame a publisher by 
chance, has reprinted a book origi-
nally published by a professor at 
the University in 1938. 
The book, ''Tales and Songs of 
SOl!thern Illinois," is a collection 
of more than 90 stories and 80 
songs of local folldore compiled by 
Charles Neely. who was an English 
professor at Southern JIlinois 
Normal University from 1932 W1tiI 
his death in 1937. The book is the 
result of over 12 years of elltensive 
research. 
Pruett, whose Crossfue Press 
reprinted a book last year about 
local prohibitionist S. Glenn 
Young, said Neely's book was 
brought to his aucntion by Gary 
IXNeal, the editor of the folk talc 
magazine "Springhouse." After 
10uking up the book in the rare 
book room at Morris Library, 
Pruett said he immediately was 
interested in publishing the book. 
. I thought it deserved being 
retJrinted becaIL<;e of its charm and 
;.ltcresting stories. It's fairly 
obscure," be said, noting the book 
had been pretty much forgotten by 
mKIezs and scholars. 
Pruett said the book includes 
local folldorc such as folk songs, 
ghost sr.cries. gmey.-d stories, 1all 
tales and treasure sr.cries. and c0n-
tains specific references to 
Southern Illinois Siles. 
"Some of the stories have a 
moral thread. Some are legitimate· 
ly scary," he said. Pruett described 
one of his favorite stories as the 
laIe {of a dead man hanging a live 
man in a Grand Tower cemetery. 
Anot~er story tailor-made for 
scaring people around a campfrre 
is "Death of a Grave-Robber," 
which tel!.; of a medical student 
stealing bodies for dissection who 
finds all insane woman who had 
been b'l&...d alive. 
Pru,'tt said the songs in the book 
are fairly obscure, although a few 
of the songs have become familiar 
in Southern lllinois. He said a few 
natives might recognize "The 
Death of Charlie Burger," which 
tells of an area bootlegger who 
became a Robin Hood figure to 
locals. Pruett said it was ironic that 
Neely. a literary scholar, mis-
spelled the bootlegger's name 
Birger as Burger. 
Pruett said Neely seemed to 
have p-escrved the distinctive voic-
es of the Southern Illinoisans who 
told him their favorite stories and 
songs. 
'"Jbert;'s a different tone in cacb 
story. so I think be maiutained the 
integrity of each one," be said. 
Many of the stories and song: 
date back to the settlers who fi.~ 
populated dte area in dte 1800s, 
Prueu said. He said Neely auempt-
cd to trace the lineage of Soutbem 
llIinois folklore. 
GAMMA BETA Phi will meet at lion. call 549-0037 or oontact the 
7 tonight in Browne AudiJorium. Office of Veteran's Affairs. 
GOLDEN KEY National Honor LITTLE EGYPI' Student Grotto . 
Society will have a pizza social at Club (Caving Club) will meet at 7 
6:30 tonight at IIalian Vdlage. tonight in the Student Center 
Activity Room A. For more infor-
mation,caIl529-3841. 
WOMEN'S REENTRY Brown 
Bag Lunch will be at noon 
Thursday in Woody Hall Room B-
142. All women who interrupted 
their education 10 assume work OJ" 
family responsibilities and are now 
returning to school are invited 10 
attend. Co-sponsored by the Career 
Development Center and Women's 
Services. 
VETERANS CLUB will meet at 
8 tonight in the Student Center 
Mackinaw Room. T-shirts, sweats, 
and hats are in. For more informa-
CORA CLOSED class cards will 
be distributed from 4 to 6 p.m. 
today in Lawson 201. Please check 
the list outside Rehn 113 to make 
sun. you received the card before 
you attend the disttibution. 
sm AMATEUR Radio Club will 
meet at 7 tonight in the Student 
Center Missouri Room. 
SINGLE PARENT Support 
Group, a group which offers a net-
work of emotional support and 
Pruett, who has printed about 
2.000 papeIbacIc copies and a lim-
ited number of hardoover copies of 
d:c book, said he plans on printing 
more, if the book is successful in 
its firstnm. 
He said the first pemn to Older 
this book of local history through 
the mail was a woman who con-
tributed to locaI history herself. the 
1935 editor of the University 
newspapel", The Egyptian. 
The book is available at 
Waldenbooks in the University 
Mall, Kaleidoscope, Book World 
and Hundley House. Paperback 
copies arc $12.95 and hardcover 
editions, available by mail only, arc 
$18.95. For more information 
about tile book, contact Pruett at 
Crossfire Press, P.O. Box 365, 
Hmin, IL 62948. 
social gatherings from both cust0-
dial and IIOn-custodi3l single par-
ents, will meet at 7 tonight at the 
Wesley Foundation. For more 
information, call Ken at 457-816.5 
or 549-2068. 
LIFE IN The Fast Food Lane, a 
wodcshop where you will learn to 
make the most nuttitious choices 
whether eating out or in, will be 
from 7 to 9 tonight in the Student 
Center llIinois Room. For more 
information, conlal't the Wellness 
Ce.lter at 5364441. 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
Wingers, Chapter Q of the Gold 
Wing Road Riders Association will 
meet at 7 tonight at Bonan7.a, on 
lliinois Route 13 west of 
Carbond!\le. For more infonnalion, 
call 942-4147 or 867-2920. 
one large pizza with two toppings 
anf:l two Cokes for only $9.95 
CfiLL OS 549-3030 
Eastgate Shopping cent~er 
Carbondale. II. - . 
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6·'1 d.y •... 45" pcr hllc. pcr day 
Ill· I 'I d'Y'4 kpcr li',e. per da} 
2Utlf murc3~~p;.:r hlh7. per day 
MlIlIlJlum AcJ Si/A.': ~ li'IC!>, 
3U charaClcr/hH(.: 
Copy lkadhnc: 12 :'\"UII. 
1 d.liy rrior hJ puhhLOI1IU1l 
Vlsa/Mas,c~cOfId A";I..CplClJ 
SMILE ADVERTISING RATES 
1 Inch .... $fr(Xl 
SI ,eX) for cuh adJltlOnal 104:0 
"'t wurk ""arge .............. .5 I .1M) 
l'hutograph chuge S5 (K) 
\1lrumum Ad SII,C 
1 Column 
\1.v.nnum Ad SIJ.c" 
t cui x I,., Inch('~ 
\f\JeC' Rco;{"r'\'a.II~tr Dc,.ulllm." .2 p.rn . 2 d.:l~ ~ rn~'r If' 
PLJhll~tilion 
K.cquaremcnl'i. Sunk a.1 raIC:~ .:In: JL:~lgncd 1\) Ix' u .. cd h~ IIhJn hill.Jl ... 
• ,rnrganl/.al:lon .. ftJf fX'rsonal aJ .. t.·n1'1·~6 hlnhd.t~ ... , 4Jlnl ... "Cr~d.r:~· 
..:,'ngratulaIJun'i. clC:. and not tnr ~ l,mmcfCl.u uw ~lf Itl ann')Ufh.T C"l"'''~' 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POL~; \. 
Please Be Sure To Check 
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors 
On The First Day Of Publie><tion 
The Daily Egypi"" cannot be responsible for mure than une day· 
incorrect insertion. Advcnisers Arc reiponsibJe for checking thel 
advcniscmenu for errors on the first day they appe<lC. Errurs nul the 
faull of [he advertiser which lcuen the value of the .dveni~mcnl Will 
be adJusled. 
All gas.ified advertising musl be proccssa! before 12:00 Noon lu 
appcor in the next day's publication. Anything processed after 12:()( 
Noon will go in the following day's publicotion. Ctasslfi~d adyertlSing 
must be paid in IIdvance exccpt for those accounts with established 
crediL A 25¢ rh.rge will be added 10 billed classified adverti""g. A 
service charge of S7.S0 will be added 10 the adverti!icis accounl fu 
every check r<turned to the Daily EgypillR unpaid by the adve"""'-, 
bank. Early cancellation of a classif.ed IIdvertisement will be charged a 
$2.00 service fee. Any refund under S2.oo will be forfeiu:d due lu Ihc 
("'OS1 of processing. 
AI! advenising submitted to tbe Daily EgyptIan is subjecl I, 
ap;>rOvai and may be revised. n:jeaed. or cancelled al any time. 
The Daily Egyptian .. swne. no liabililY if for llRy "",son il become, 
necesUJ)' lO omit MIl advenisemenl. 
A sample or all mail-order item' muS! be submiu.ed and approved 
priur 10 deadlme for publication. 
No ad> will be mii-claosifi .... 
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SItBackud 
TuaeIa 
Dally EgyptIaa 
CIaaIned 
536-3311 
k~~~!..Vt!w~:.~ 
and runs porIecil ~9-689A. 
l~:;S:XWASAKI EX ~~f. 
blo<k, recent carb overhaul & 
=~~ mi~ $1700 abo. Coli 
12-6·89 837AAc72 
1987 YAMAHA RAZZ Scoot~r, 
!D-:-' s;&~~536~rr6~;U.' mu" 
12·7·89 8440ArZJ 
Dggz:g it.~~HT OUT IN THE COW '~~ 
Secure Yoi.'lrself ~9~:~besloIler,coll 
I 12-6-89 7089Aen 
fi RACING BIKE, RALEIGH Gran an apartment or - ~'~:'~~~ 
spring semester f2~;~,8-5pm. 83"0AaZ2 
now b.ifore you 
leave lor the 
Holiday Breaks. 
Call or come by to pick-up one of 
ROYAL RENTALS HOUSING BROCHURES 
FOR THE RATES OF ALL OUR LOCATIONS. 
50I E~ COLLEGE ... ' 4574422 
IS NOW ACCEPT:NG 
VISA AND 
MASTERCARD 
You can n~w call or drop by the 
Daily Egyptian and charge your 
classified ad on Mastercard or 
Visa. Just dial 536-3311 by 
J2 noon, Monday through Friday 
and you can place your ad in our 
next publication. 
, G.OB,u/~ 
i '~I-./ 
,  IMPORT PAaTS 
The Foreign Parts Expelt 
104 s. Marlon 
529·1644 • Carbor1cIaIe 
Radiator 
Auto Center 
Daily Egyptian Get A Jump On Winter Let Huff's Winterize & Tun~-up Your Car. 
- r==l 
..-.;. Communications Building L.CGldl S 550 N. University 8:"1 529-1711 
INSURAN E 
Health- ~T!...~ 
Auto-~ 
Motou:velfS , Bog" 
Home' Mobil. Homes 
AYALA 
iNSURANCE 
. 457-4123 
I 
Eff /II'r lOCATED .. 512 5 ~ 
51. available 0..:. 30. CaU 
.s7 .. 22. 
12+89 67668g72 
~t!!:: ~ ar.;iirt:d':rJ: 
S.9·7671.6IW-6060. 
ru-&w $i'AEDtf~ 
ap!I,~"""Ijving­&~;I~air~·­""'l'P=.\~:.~'acilili.o. Ir .. C-~~s:~ bl~. S. 01 pl.alGnl I'ij( Rd. 
s.9-6990. 
1~.3r. FURN. G;eaI t!2~ 
......... Dee. 20 8ohinc/ a.c. _. 
308 1/2 E. ..... ph. 529·51:M 
~t!9"" 69 
AltENTION GRAo~1 
WCMNG ... c:hicagofWon ... ... 
in !he ho_ a,*,o' W ....... a 
gr ... 1 .......... 01 oporl ........ ... 
choo .. Iro,," ~ carpeli~Q. 
~h·~.~,,·.Ji;; 
mote.5Iudiol&2~CGI 
UI and let .. ~nd=r .......... Planned he. 
COI .... ~752 912-
12·13·89 66448077 
2 BDRM, lARGE toOm5, ceiting tan. 
wal~.;" do ... , """'" cIOd., loW Wil 
heal ""mp. UOO mo. Altai! • .km. 
1.549-7180. 
1·25-89 663S808S 
MURPHYSBORO QUIET COTTAGE 
Aparlme,,1 for I( lurn or nol. 
recenlly remode ed. No lei •. 
:a"rj~~ ~r;c'" $16 mo. 
12·13·89 pm. ~ 
SU8lfASE VERY NIct 2 q>I. 
m:i.'a'f"'''''poII.~9~~ 
~1~.J.Wr·dQMilo<IIIIIf'UI 
12~ ~5 M' COTTAGf. Big 
yord. 1 .. ,,1. .-.-aI incIudocI. $120 
..... 1·985-65.10. 
~:&lfSSic .. .-~ 
1_ good _Ia&. $125·$250. 
AIIO omall hou.. in Iowa. 
529~~.pellok. 
l:iMo%Nt SiJ6ifASE(~'U! 
=.~~J5.'..:r·· ~ 
529·3066 or 529.'m'9. Price 
...IucetI. 
Wi-ft 166M ~ lumishecl.air .......... ooiiIilioo • 
"ro ....... aftd .. ;......w-. 
687·1627. 
A?Mflo W. s;:an...~ 
1V&_.".,,;Lbl5.$25O-. 
finI ....... & ......... 9 -. I-e. 
.s7-6193. 
12·13.§9 
(OR RENT 
Oose to c.mpus 
J BEDROOM 
41014E. Hester 
3 BEDROOM 
4OOW.Oak#1 
4 BEDROOM 
514 N. Oakland 
512 S. Beveridge 
519~108Z 
. 7GJ 50 BUnoi. Ave. 
I 
I' 
II I 
J 
!...ao::..l~~~ ms.9 • .aoa . 
.. 1~1~ Ale GAt~ 
-;:5ki:!.h,;. .... s.:iii~a=~ 
893-2376. 
lfi~tl BbRM hO.,:~ 
C'.w.._Iy~._ 
:;t':~"j:;:.r:..nI~:; 
-.'5566. 2·1 . §ill ~Bf .3~"".~ _. d"... indu • $250 _. 
529·3021 01529·2978. 
~~t!~ fol RENt. ~ 
bdnn. 2 balhl full. lini~ed ba..ment. lirep ac •• SS5O. call i'2$ 6IW·351" ':l;~~2 
3 aORM HOUSE Gerou/olll 
c·cIaIe·, public J.!btary. 1nI. -'Y 
.... ial.d. vary dean. $500 ..... 
529·1652. 
J.\i>~o AREA. 3 f.e. 
excellenl condilion wilh doubI. 
mr8';"'ohop..s7~i!!b77 
• • • 
ClEAN 2 BORM. R.nocIoIed, quieI 
country area, dose 10 SIU, oirt 
....tinci, ....... -u.s. 5A9·39l0. 
~9.oos1. 
12-13-119 7002Be77 
j MI. NORtH • b~ bdnII; weB 
~r' $250_. 
Pi1M:'. I PEiSON ~ 
......... $12$ _ ... aliL iaducIed. 
Avail. Dee. 18. 529·3513. 
~lk.9!)CRAB ORCHAR~39';~ 
~ :-':-,;.;.'~.!!7t 
549·7~. 
1·.~80:0M MURPH5BO~~C 
fum.. I..... & d ....... I. Call 
6IW-6775. 
)2·13-89 7063&t77 
. . • . 
RLLHEW 
Z&J 
BEDROOM 
10Wtt HOUSES 
Cut Your Utility 
Bill In 1/2 
flVGilable for Fall 
529-1082 
. 
-IhttrMtt1 
, 
CLASSIFIED 
call 536~3311 
till 11111 11111 11111 III III ! 1IIII 
oo_.., ....... ~.~ .... __ "' .... _ ............. OH~ 
· .............. -..,1' 
I N ..... I 
1 A ..... ------------·----------------------~ a~/"'" 'WI.." ___ 
'I' . ~c.-. .....-·IL~~~::"~_co!.~!!..~~.---------~~~~~ 
Imperial "lUG 
Now LeasIng 
for Spring 
"Hoalag IrK file 
5eilous~ 
FurnJshed, 
one bedroom 
and eJ1Idendes 
Inclada: 
Carpet 
LaunciIy tadl/ties 
Water. Trash &. 
~ 
Clean &. QJJJet 
Shown by 
flp,ointment 
54a61 0 
PORmGHEST 
QUALITY IN 
MOBILE HOME UVING 
Check With Us F"arst • 
'Ibfll Compare: 
• Quiet Atmosphere 
• AJfordabl~ Rates 
• Close To Campus 
a No Appointmelll 
Necessary . 
lo.tWfEArOIlll DflJUI 
IU. 51 So8tl 549 .... 713 
GIm IIOBILE _PAil 
61' E. Pan St. 457~ 
Sorry. No PelS 
2« fumlshed apt.-
608 E. Park. $345 
per. mo. 
2-1)r. apt •• 700 s. 
Poplar St. Heat and 
water fumished. 
$385 per. mo. 
2-1)r. Mobile home -
west edge of C'dale. 
$2~·5 per. mo. Some 
pets acceptable. 
Large efficiency -
at the Chateau Apts. 
on Warren Rd. $200 
per. mo. Lease to 
May 15. 1990. 
CARBONDALE 
MOBILE HOMES 
H6gh~.y S I North 
"'Dundromot • Coblevislon 
-c'1y Waler & Sewer 
.T raoh Pick Up 
-t.awnSeNice 
Olacked Pool Office Baxes 
etndoorPool 
Carbondale Mobile Homes ~ ___ '. 
Starting at $155 mo. I Fr~.!::.!~ ... SIUI 
lots Available 
Starting at $7.$I1~q •. 
549·300t 
~jt,1 
I .' . 
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I ~OOM AVAIL 12·16 in Iroiler. 2 
full bolh •• wmher/d,)'et. cenlral air. 
Call John 529·1365. 
12·8·89 8dd7Sk74 
NEED I fOR2 bdim "P! .• neor SIU 
S 137 mo. + 1/2 vliL, ,pring! 
,.",.mer. 529'4531,453·7385. SO. 
12·11·89 8445Sk7S 
I 8DRM TP.AllfR, fUrn, 0/ c, waler 
incl. 51'" ",m., $155 mo. In nice 
m;.~ndaor pool. 457~b 
ffMAI.f SUBLEASE~ NEEDED lOr 
lownhome, wid, dw, micro, near 
;';To" wiU neg. 457·5195 aft 5. hffii9 8399Sk74 ~~~ ~~3~ :':."& af/tv~ii~ 
t9:liia~/16 or spring term. 
12-8·89 8400Bk74 
HELP: I OR 2 mal •• ubl.a.ers 
. Pa~t'cl,:;ttr~'49:aJ;;.Lewi' 
, 2·7·89 7056Sk73 
t",n~~'Rme":.1 
NANNtES lIVE·IN child car. 
i ~.sitions. near New York. 
h'~:"~;;;~:~I~~'s::~'::J 
ra:ilies fun luppert group. 
PrirK.ton Nanni. Placement, 3D. 
N. Harri"", St. 1416, Princalon, NJ 
08540; 6(,1·497·1195. 
12·8·89 6639C74 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSflOR· 
f~~I~lime, permonent. 'or mor. 
in/ormation call 549·J734. 
iMe'l;y fOR Si a ~~J! 
4:30·7:00 M.F,fJ:30.2:00 pm 
Sot. & Sun. for more info. call 
lli'.li!39~36.8S00 or Canni. 
b1&fRs wANffi). HIg{f-~ 
lounge. 827 1/2 E. Main. No 
nudity SS.oolhr. S':!9·9336 . 
12·7·89 8382C73 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST PART· 
~~u~~~:nl~~~~~.~t~,I~~b!r':,1 
benefil •. SI. Jo.eph Memorial 
~?~~I, 800 N. Second SI., 
12·8·89 70470 A 
LEGITIMATE COMPANY NEEDS 
home work en, for a:rplicalions 
$Ond •• II·addr ... e .tam;lged 
::~.i.~lLne, RI .... Box 8-
t 2·6·89 8d39C72 
ATTENTION • HIRINGI 
~~~=.i8'5. ic..'iii.:oo. 
838·8885 bt. R J 793. 
WS'~' k58S! lam ~2 
cosh now. Coli today 708· 
843·2222. Career. USA 
~aryS\GS. Scha7s1m 
OVERSEAS JOSS. $900-S2000 
mo. Summer, yr. round, all 
countr"", all lieldi. Free info, write 
UC,?O 80. 52·1l01, Corona Del 
Mar, CA 92635. 
b6t~R STORE LLER~I~i~~ 
application. "I SO_ ILL. liquor 
Mart, Murphy.boco. 684·4727. 
12·8'89 706QC7 A 
R-R-R-RltlG 
HII I'. n. ArellZ J •• r AT&.T St." •• t c..,. •• 
~ ..... .Io ............. UIllrelslty.I_ ... 
like .. Ie.I , ..... yo. CAlI Iodp ..... ,..r .... 
41sU11cc ...... 1 all .... _.., of ,. ........ 
oIIstaace ........... 
n. ........... ..-dI_ ... 
M/DIIfd: 5-7 ...... 1WIWe6 ~ .... 
Yo. ua caII..,.-II6 549-55IIJ 
HEY KIDS: 
Santa's waiting for you to send him your 1cUers aDd 
if -yours best n:presents -rbe Spiril of Cbrisbnas" 
youll be awarded a $lS gift certi!k:ate donated 
by the Univcnity~. 
AU Jeuers submitted by clliIdren pceschoollhrough 
grade 2 will be published in the Daily Egyptian on 
Wednesday, Dec. 13,1989. 
Honorable mentions will also be named. 
(Please limitleuers:c40 wmts maL) 
DEADLINE TO SUBMIT LETI'ERS IS: 
4:00PM FRIDAY, DEC. 8, 1989 
Send 1cUers 10: 
SutaCJaus 
do Daily EuP1in 
CoIIlIII. Bid .. Rooaa 1259 
Soutbera ID. UIIhrersity 
CarboIIdaIet IL Q90J 
Librarian Position 
Available 
,must have ACT on file' 
• Librarian position for 'the 
newsroOm of the Daily 
Egyptian begins the 1990 
spring semester. 
• Experience in 61ing Preferred. 
Application 'Deadline~ 
Fri., Dec. B, 1 ~B9-
Pick up applications at the .managing 
editors office, Room 1247H in tile 
Comm~ications_Bui1ding~ 
l)ai&Egyptian 
Alpha 
Kappa 
Psi 
Professional 
Fraternity 
in Business 
congratulates 
its newly 
initiated 
members 
Ms. t1JeomuJ. CIiioro 
Ms. 9\jm tJ)if/1on 
9tfs. !Bttli tJ)oflins 
!Mr. .9laron 'Evans 
Mr.:Jerty (jarci4 
!Ms. CIuistint 
9tfs. 9(¢':g !Mam 
Welcome· 
BrothelS! 
AK'P 
Delta Chi 
would like to 
congratulate 
their newly 
Initiated 
Brothers: 
1]'0([J SfiieUfs 
'lJonaU{ (jeiger 
Scott 9rlc.Peat 
Jeffrey 9{zerman 
Mattf"uw 'B0Utl 
'9rlar{1lUnzicter 
'Bratl9rlu[(ay 
Sean~r$tm 
!MarK.-9fivefy 
Mi~ Siega.' 
'Brian Zeigfer 
Welcome to 
the Bond of 
Brotherhoodl 
OFFICE CLERK 
(must have ACf on file) 
Approx. 20 hours 
per week. 
• Business majors preferred 
• Computer experience helpful 
Application Deadline: 
Wed., Dec;'6tA'; 
.... 
;"~Pjck up applications a~··· 
the Communications Bldg. 
Rm. 1259 Daily Egyptian 
Daily Egyptian 
AX 
wishes to 
congratulate 
their newly 
elected officers 
/or199O 
President 
Michael Hull 
Vice President 
Tad Vouachen 
Recording 
Secretary 
Michael Tatara 
1reasurer 
George Meredith 
COJTesponding 
Secretary 
Andrew Bardan 
Seargent-at-Anm 
Ouistopher Bright 
Good Luck! 
DeltaCbi 
CODSJ1ItuJates 
Jason Golan 
. forpimring 
Kristin Catpll 
George Mezedith 
forpimting 
-Beth Ann 
VanDerWegen 
Jim Bishop 
for lllf1l1lieri"g 
Kerry Colella. 
Bm BrokOvlch 
lor '.lIlifti"g 
Becky Valdes 
Jason Wheeta' 
for Lrollliering 
Joly Sauders 
~ ;II;."J 
.. \':. ·.Ii 
Comics 
Doonesbury 
the neighborhood. J<wrtVonA ___ 
ProlesSlOnat InslJncts are arouseo Wjili~ 
hOlJsmg Inspector Jenrungs, 
Calvin and Hobbes 
RlR.'S\.\oWNoII)"tEU.:' mor.'1. 
I lII>.iE 9:lIo\E1\\\ttG 1\\11., 
~lll. ~O ~ ,.~,..tE 
'fOIJ ~ 1\\IS LImE GJ~ ~_ 
Mother Goose and Grimm 
Today's Puzzle 
ACAOIII • adn8 opal DOWN 
lTV_ 11U111 lCon_ 
'Abrw .-no fE_", 10~ .1'ortIcI!MI a_ 
141M IUffUI .  .. "-11 __ cIt)' 441__ "--" 
,. __ d 4'_ ............. 01_ 17Aulllarw.....,.ac..ny __ _ 
II Golf - ."...., 7 &honIr 18ttyde_ ~~ _Loll 
IIuQOr 4Io.mDIIftO ...... 
.. ~ _ 10_ 
:~ ~~o:-., II=-' 
2J =: = ~:'.:t.. 11 ="'" 
.__ IITypeol_13A ... 
a  I1C1t_~"_., 
..... ._. -
13....... .~_ 211_ 
_ . 1O_·_2J1IIIIIWr 14-_· ..... "DiglII _ 
(nIIaI --- ..... -._.. _ WlKlncl"'_ 
~ a~ ..... _ 
a USSR cit)' 
-=-31_ 32 __ 
~~. 
.-...., 
44IACotDC 
~~gocI 44_ 
-
--
4781_ 
---
-- ... 10_ 61"- do 
.~" 
U'"'-13_ 
51-too .. 
.. 
••• 
. 
-I'"r ~ 1 1 
"I 1 
1 1 
• . ' 
• II 
by Bill Watterson 
- '1 
or ~\I/I&L 
..... IZ .. 
by Mike Peters 
.~ 'I'" I'" 
... 
.~ 
."r-
... • • • .~ .~ 
.~ .,. 
• 
.,. 
•• 
.' . .1'" 
•• • •• 
.1'" I 
.1'"1'" • 
.1'" .I'l 
... .1'" 
.PuzzJtI ....... ""P.20 . 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
""." Be sure to get your .... 
advertising wrapped up before 
our last issue of the semester on 
Wed., Dec. 13 
~~ECKFRS '-' ': NIGHT' CLUB 
. '. ~, Comedy Night 
~ ... *t.·-r ~ . L Chris ~;'CrAzY~LeGs" .;, . FOlJs~ca 
.... Am!earaoees 
~(I Fuimy BoRe-St.louis 
Comedy House-1.JUIe Rock 
SanfoRI &.. Sons-Kansas Qy 
, .. and many morel 
Has ApJ;!eared With 
JlmmyCana 
l.ouIe'Andetson 
.. SInbad 
~SefrftId 
~ ..... ' 
. I remember my first kiss, our braCes got 
',! stuck together-at the hipsl 
760 E. Grand Ave~ .457-2259 
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Duran ready for Sugar Ray; 
vows -no surrender this time 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI) -
Ro\'lcno Duran says Sugar Ray 
u'onard cannot beat him again by 
taunting and dancing Thursday 
night in \he rubber match of their 
dcradc-long rivalry. 
He vows to be prepared for the 
flashy tactics that prompted him to 
sUlTender in their second boUl Nov. 
:!5, 1980 in New Orleans - the 
infamous "No mas" figh!. 
"Let him clown." Duran said. 
"I come to box. Sooner or laler. he 
has to SlOp clowning. If he wants to 
ligh\' let him. Sooner or !aiel. he 
has IOfighL" 
Leonard says he will use a dif-
ferent sPalegy this time in the 12-
rUlln~ t ... ~.!t fur t~~; \l/orld Boxing 
Council super middleweight bUe. 
!-Ie expresses doubt that what 
worked when he was a 24-year~ld 
welterweigt,t in his prime will 
work as a 33-Jear~ld super mid-
dleweighL And Duran, 38. would 
not be as surprised as in New 
Orleans. 
"I don't think it's going 10 work 
Ihis time around," Leonard said. 
"We're both a lillie older now, 
both different fighters." 
Puzzle answers 
Leonard says he'll use different strategy 
Leonard set the pace for both of 
his battles against Duran. In their 
first fight June 20, 1980, he decid-
ed to slug with Duran JIfId lost a 
brutal lS-round decision. The sec-
ond time. his dancing. jabbing and 
leaSing ftustJated Duran into mUl-
tering "No mas" in the eighth 
round. 
"/ want to outspeed, 
outmoveand 
outfinesse Duran. I 
think being elusive is 
"For Duran,I ~JI use speed and 
more speed. I want to outspeed, 
outmove and outfinesse Duran. I 
think being elusive is the key. A 
decisioo is what I look forward to. 
"The leey is controlling the 
tempo of the fight, not falling into 
his fight - slowing down, going 
pWJCh for punch. I believe he'll try 
to do the same thing, set his pace," 
Duran says he fears a decision 
because the judges favor Leonard, 
and will probably fight more 
aggressively than Leonard. 
"Yeah, I'm a JiUle afraid, that's 
the reason I'm looleing for a 
knockout," he said. t~e key" ... __ = ~ a surprising victo-
-Sugar Ray leonard ~u~d ~~':~ t! ~: :.,~~ 
This time, expect Leonard to 
fight as he did ~gainst Marvin 
Hagler April 6, 1987 in his most 
swprising victory. Leonard circled 
for most of \he 12 rounds, conlent 
to box his way 10 a decision and 
won on two of the three judges' 
cards. 
In subsequent fights against 
Donny Laldone and Thomas 
Hearns. Leonard was forced to 
work insid~ his taller opponents' 
reach. He paid the price. going 
down once from a Lalonde right 
hand and twice from Hearns's 
rights. He stopped Lalonde and 
earned a disputed draw with 
Hearns in what was considered a 
bad perfonnance for Leonard. 
"I pretty much have concenPat-
ed on movement for Duran, who's 
a slugger," Leonard said. "For 
Hearns and Lalonde 1 worked ()!" 
being more flat-fooled so 1 could 
gel inside and do damage. 
middleweight championship from 
Iran Barkley in February. 
Against Barkley, Duran let his 
less experienced opponent lead and 
countered with superior speed and 
accwacy. A barrage of right hands 
decked Barldey in the 11th round, 
sealing a split decision for Duran. 
"He has very fast hands, which 
is one of his grealeSl auributes," 
Leonard said of Duran. 
Barkley said Duran's ring intelli-
gence is his grealeSl asset. 
"This man has a lot of Itnowl-
edge upstairs," Barkley said. "If 
you're not a thinker and prepared 
Cor the things he can do, he will get 
you." 
BUl DtmIII 15 the one who must 
be prepared fo: anything ThUlSday. 
"He can do whatever he wants," 
Duran said. uTo beat Roberto 
Duran he will have to fighL I come 
to fight, not to clown around. I'm a 
fighlel, not a clown. The clowns 
are in the circus." 
Sugar Ray considers 
retirement after fight 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI) -
The final news conference for 
Thursday night's !;;.;gar Ray 
Leonard-Roberto Duran fight 
sounded liIce a boxing farewell 
10 Leonard. 
Leonard, his attorney Mike 
Thainer and promoIer Bob Arum 
said Leonard's third fight 
against Duran might be his last 
bout Leonard will defend his 
World Boxing Council super 
middleweight title at the Mirage 
HoIcI and Casino. 
"I don't know how mar.y 
more chances I'll have to tade 
about Ray Leonard," Trainer 
said Tuesday. "Ray Leonard bas 
always given 100 pero:iil to the 
¥.cmoters. Rill' Leonard's 
always given 100 percent to the 
press and Ray Leonard's always 
given 100 pm:ent to the public. 
He will give 100 percent 
Thursday nigh!." 
Arum, who has had a hot and 
cold relationship with Leonard 
over the years, added: "Ray 
Leonard, like Ali before him, 
has !Ieen a ttemendous promot-
er. 'Ibursday night might be the 
enj of the line for him. If it is, 
u's been a hell of a ride." 
Leonard then repealed staIe-
ments made in the past few days 
about his possible retiremenL 
"This could be possibly my 
last fight, or next to last fight, n 
he said. "I made a promise to 
myself never to announce a 
retirement again. I'm going to 
fade into the sunset. If you don't 
see me for 10 years. you Itnow 1 
retired" 
BUl Leonard was quiclc to dis-
pute a claim by Duran's adviser 
Mike Ar.ri that Leonard lad~ 
motivation. 
"Competition motivates me," 
Leonard said, "I'm motivated 
because Duran thints he can 
win. The key has been intensity 
for me and Duran. Mentally and 
physically, we've changed. 
SpiritualJy, we haven't 
changed." 
Duran said he has aimed for 
this fight for over nine years. 
since he qUit in the "No mas" 
fight Nov. 25. 1980. 
"I don't know what motivares 
Sugar Ray Leonard, that's hi~ 
problem." Duran said, "All I 
know is what's stimulaled me 
the last 9 1/2 years. When I 
silmed for this fight, I was the 
h8ppiest man on earth." 
A $7.6 million payday, com-
pared with Leonard's $12.6 mil-
li('n guarantee, was just one 
source of Duran's happiness, He 
was also ecstatic for the chance 
to erase the public stain of his 
"No mas" loss ro Leonard and 
to seuIe the score in their long 
rivalry. 
Leonard crediled the 38-year-
old Panamanian for coming 
back from the shame of the "No 
mas" fight, which often over-
shadows Duran's four worid 
titles and 85-7 n:cord. 
"Duran has been the buu of 
jokes, I respect his resiliency," 
Leonard said. "Duran's been 
able to rise to the occasion." 
Steve Wynn, owner of the 
new $600 million MirI1ge, said 
less than SOO tickets remain ami 
predicted a sellout of the 
16,OOO-seat outdoor stadium. 
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OaklandA's 'dynasty' falls; 
pundits give nod to Angels 
San Francisco Examiner 
NASHVILLE - The Oakland 
A's are starting to learn me lrum 
about bacreball dynastie.<;. 
A momh ago, the A's were going 
to be me team of the '9Os . .TDday, 
they are falling behind in their own 
division. 
"The L.A. papers have already 
given the pennant 10 the Angels." 
A's general manager Sandy 
Alderson joked. "So we're here to 
see what we get for second place." 
The A's suffered a significant 
loss when designated hitter Dave 
Parker signed a two-y~ contract 
with the Milwaukee Brewers. That 
leaves the K,. wim big decisions in 
the next few days on replacing 
Parker and re-Signing free agents 
,5LOnn Davis and TOllY Phillips. 
. "I mink !he division's going to 
improve, but 1 believe in taking 
care of our own business," said A's 
ll\'U1lIger Tony La Russa. "We're 
putting together a club Ihat can win 
95 to 100 games. If we r.an do that, 
we've gOl a :11'11 of a chance. of 
winning.·' 
. It may well lake 100 wins for a 
title in what is shaping up 10 be me 
best division in baseball. 
The Angels nave already signed 
pitcher MaIk Langston. And mey 
are rumored to be key bidders for 
ouLfielder Robin Yount and pitcher 
Mark Davis, free agents. Kansas 
• City is trying to add talent and !he 
Texas Rangers are expected to 
improve significantly wim the 
addition of young players. 
Is all this enough to leave !he A's 
quaking in their lennies? 
"I mink we'll be better, too," 
Alderson said. "What we all have 
to recognize is this is a constant 
pra:tice of renewal You can't take 
a snapshot and reprint it every 
year. It doesn't work Ihat way." 
Alderson believes some of his 
younger players will improve 
enough 10 compensate for !he loss 
of Parker and me po&sible defec-
tions of Phillips and Davis. 
Alderson also said his team has 
Herzog hopes 1990 
will bring healthy team 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) 
- Whitey Hazog isn't asking 
much. The SL Louis CardinaIs 
manager just wants bealthy bod-
ies. 
Last year, center fielder Willie 
McGee wasn't well all season 
and pjIdlets Greg Mathews and 
Danny Cox didn't pitch an 
inning. 
Reliever Todd Worrell came 
down wim a sore right elbow 
that a fall of rest didn't cure. 
Lea Friday, lao ---.. .Iip-
"I expect to have 
Worrell in July. At 
least that's what 
they say it will be if 
it's successful. " 
-Whitey Herzog 
ment surgery and will be out 
until at least July. 
Losing Woaell. who still had 
20 saves and was 3-S with a 
2.96 ERA in 47 games, wasn't 
the best way to start a season 
that hasn't even started yet. 
"I expect to have Worrell in 
July," Manager Whitey Henog 
said. "At1east Ihat's what they 
say it will. be if it's successful •. 
And I've never seen a doctor 
operate on a guy and say it was 
unsuo::cessful. So I expect to 
have hint about July." 
scOtt Terry will be shifted 10 
the bullpen by Herzog until 
Worrell comes back. He will 
also Iry John Costello and Dan 
Quisenberry as closers. 
The biggest problem fOi 
Herzog may be hitting. The 
Cardinals scored 632 runs last 
season. That wasn't tbe fewest 
in the National League, but it 
was too close to the boUom for a 
team near the lOp. 
Vmce Coleman hit .254 and 
waIJa:d oidy ~ Cimes. ffis 00-
base pen:entage was 316, poor 
for a leadoffhitta-. 
"We've got some things 
we've got to change offensive-
ly," Herzog said. "We've got to 
retool a little bit. But we might 
have a lot more offense without 
doing anything." 
Getting McGee in shape so he 
can hit in front of Tom 
Bnmanslcy and Pedro Guerrero 
would be a start. As would get-
ting Coleman to reach base 
more often, so he can steal mOle 
than his 6S bases last season. 
Big things are expected of 
rookie catcher Todd Zeile, who 
hit .289 in the American 
Association and 256 in a month 
with SL Louis. He's the reason 
!he Cardinals were content to let 
Boston sign 1l:my Pena. 
"I wouldn't be afraid to start 
the season with this club," 
Herzog said. "EspecialIy if we 
sign Tudor. And he's all righL " 
Carter may become a Padre 
NASHVlu..E, Tenn. (UPI) -
The San Diego Padres acquired me 
rights to slugger Joe Carter 
Tuesday, enlivening what has thus 
far been one of the slowest winter 
meetings in years. 
. The Padres and Cleveland 
Jnd18/ls agreed on a pacitage that 
includes. catching prospe:t Sandy 
Alomar Jr. Carter will to to me 
Padres if !hey can satisfY him with 
a longWm COflIrlK:L 
Jack McKeon, me Padres mall· 
ager and general manager, refused 
to say how long he has 10 forge a 
contract, but said it was "enough"' 
lime. McKeon said he hoped to 
meet with Carter's agent, Jim 
Tumer, Tue..<day. 
In another move, !he New York 
MelS acquired outfielder Keith 
Hughes and light-hander Cesar 
Mejia from Baltimore for right-
hander John MiIChelI and ouLfield-
er Joaquin Contreras. 
Those moves raised to three the 
number of trades thus far. The 
inactivity apparently stems from 
clubs waiting to see which teams 
will land !he key free agents .. 
"Carter, Robin Y(lIlDt and Mark 
Davis, until these are resplved, 
people are at a standstill," said 
John McNamara, Cleveland's new 
manager. 
California General Ma!;~ger 
Mike Port denied me Angels have 
made Yount an ofTer. Detroit has 
offered free agent first baseman 
Pete O'Brien a four-year deal 
worth $7.5 million. White Sox 
Manager leff Torborg says 
Chicago would like to have 
O'Brien, too. 
matured enough that Parlcer's lead-
ership ~d dominaung clubhouse 
presence may not be as vital as 
they were the last. wo years. 
Parlcer signed for a mmimum of 
S3.25 million over two years. He 
gr~ a $400,000 signing bonus, SI 
million in '90, S1.4 million in '91 
acd either $1.4 million or a 
5225,000 buyout in '92. In addi-
tion, there are incentives worth 
$250,000 Ii year. 
Parlcer and Alderson agreed me 
sticking point in meir talks was 
lenglh of conLnlCL Parker will be 
40 when renewal time comes on 
his current contract, and history 
has shown hitters who remain pr0-
ductive at 40 are rare indeed. 
Still, the deal could make a big 
difference to !he Brewers. They are 
trying to convince Yount to return, 
and he has stipulated Ihat he would 
not come bac'-l: unless !he Brewers 
appeared competitive. 
"I think I'm at the stage of my 
c.areer where I can be the one play· 
er 10 help a team win," said Parker. 
-SHIPLEY, 
from Page 24-
"At the fust of the season, I set 
one goal," Shipley said. "That W"dS 
to be consistent. Every game I 
wanted to go out and play good 
defense. I need to cut my turnover~ 
down. Sometimes I Iry to make the 
extra pass when I don't have 10. 
"I like to try and get every 
rebound, every loose ball if I can," 
Shipley said. 'There are times 1 do 
have letdowns but I Iry 10 krep up 
the intensity during the whole 
game." 
His increased dedication LO 
defense was evident against 
Northern Winois, when he helped 
,"old Huskie forward Doru:H 
Thomas, an All-American candi-
date averaging 20 points per game, 
to 16 points on five of 14 shooting. 
"He's a good player," Shipley 
said. "When he gets down low he's 
like Jeery Jones, he's eilhet going 
to score or get fouled every time. 
Whenever he got down on the 
block I lried 10 get in front of him 
so he couldn't get me ball. 
"It's hard 10 hold a good player 
down," Shipley said. "When he 
was out on the floor I tried to get 
up and put pressure on him. I 
wanted to pressurehinl and maybe 
fon:e him inlO a turnover or some-
ming, try to make him do some-
thing he didn't want to do. That 
was !he key. We made him take a 
lot more shots 10 get his points." 
As a team, Shipley said the 
Salukis have the ingredients to take 
me MVC championship mis sea· 
son and will nOl be intimidated by 
an}'O'lC in their path. 
"Right now I have confidence 
th31mis team can play wim a lot of 
people in the country," Shipley 
said. "Our goal right now is to 
improve every game. I want to 
make it into me NCAA and 1 want 
10 win the conference. Those goals 
are definitely realistic. I mink so 
far y()U've seen that we can play." 
Although he will not look past 
Eastern Illinois, Murray State or 
Evans\llle - me next opponents 
in line for !he Salukis - Shipley is 
keeping Dec.lS in the back of his 
mind. 
That is when ESPN, a national-
ly~levised cable network, will air 
a game between the Salukis and SL 
Louis University. The game marks 
the rust time the Arena will hold a 
nationally broadcast sporting 
event. 
The Billikens defeated the 
Salukis in the first round of me 
National Invitational Tournament 
last : .... ason 87-54. The Billikens 
advanced to the championship 
game of me NIT before falling to 
SLJohn's. 
for a study of the physiological and 
psychological effects of Cigarette smoking. 
We WiD Pay $140 
for 5 morning sessions. 
Must be 21 years old, 115-145Ibs. 
CaU-SIU-C Psych. Dept. 536-2301 
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Seattle mayor-elect vows 
to keep Supersonics there 
SEATTLE (UPI) - Officials 
from seven cities have expressed 
intercst in providing a new home 
to the NBA's Seattle SuperSonics, 
but Mayor-elect Nonn Rice says 
hc's made retaining the team one 
of his administration's top priori-
ties. 
Tacoma, Wash.; Toronto; 
Memphis, Cincinnati, Kansas City, 
Mo.; San Diego and Anaheim, 
Calif., have expressed interest in 
oblaining the Sonics. whose OYl'llCr 
has expressed dissatisfaction with 
the team's lease at Seattle Center 
Coliseum and indicated he is will-
ing 10 relocate the franchise. 
Rice, who was elected mayor of 
Seattle in November, said retaining 
the Sonies will be "a high priori-
ty" when he takes office in 
January. 
Rice met Monday with Sonics 
President Bob Whitsitt, after 
Tacoma Mayor Doug Sutherland 
and a group of civic investors said 
they would try to lure the Sonies 10 
Tacoma 
Rice, however, said he made no 
commitments to Whitsiu and the 
two did not discuss any deadlines. 
"We didn't talk about that, nor 
about Tacoma nor about any other 
city," Rice said. 
The Sonies are in the fifth year 
of a 100year lease at the coliseum. 
S('flics owner Barry Ackerley has 
inc!icated he may exercise a buyout 
cption next spring to pay about 
SSOO,OOO to be released from the 
lease. 
Ackerley has said he doubts the 
team can be profitable in the coli-
seum. 
Whitsiu has said Ackerley set a 
deadline for the end of the current 
season to find an acceptable alter-
nate 10 the coliseum. If he's unsuc-
cessful, Ackerley will make the 
team available to other cities, 
WhitsiU said. 
Whitsitt has indicated Ackerley 
would prefer 10 keep the team in 
the Scwle area. Tacoma is about 
35 ffilies south of Seattle. 
If the Sonies are Lo move LO 
Tacoma in the near future, they 
would play at the Tacoma Dome, 
which seats 25,000 people. The 
Seattle coliseum seats 14,250 fo:-
basketball. 
The Tacoma Dome has 3,000 
parking SPll'eS, compared 10 2500 
at the coliseum. 
Under a proposal by Tacoma 
City Attorney John Messina, who 
also is president of the Tacoma 
Stars of the Major Indoor Soccer 
League, the Sonics could have at 
least partial control over parking 
and concession revenues at the 
Tacoma Dome, neither of which 
the.y have at the coliseum. 
COWBOYS, from Page 24 
ring ready for the ball game.. 
"1 do believe the otlkials will be 
on lOp of their game and hopefully 
the officials can temper these kinds 
of altercations." 
But if Johnson wants to down-
play the furor, why is the locker 
room bulletin board filled with 
Philadelphia comments, including 
Ryan's remade that, "I dido'tlmow 
Dallas had anybody good enough 
10 put a bounty on." 
"We:J," Johnson said, "we want 
10 remind them (Dalli!s players) of 
that (Thanksgiving) game. But we 
will downplay it as far as conversa-
tion back and forth." 
And as for Ryan's request for an 
apology {rom Johnson, the 
Cowboys coach simply smiled and 
said: 
"Please!" 
Ryan, speaking 10 Dallas area writ-
ers and broadcasters. made it clear 
he did not want to discuss the inci-
denL 
"I'm tired of talking about that 
stuff," he said. "If you want to ask 
something about the game. go 
ahead" 
But Ryan did say he was still 
expecting an apology. 
"I'm sure the league will have him 
do it before long," Ryan said. "It's 
a bunch of bull. 
"I think we will be ready 10 play 
this game. I think if there was a 
vOle of players in Dallas, it would 
show they would have more 
respect for me than (or Jimmy. It 
would have to be a secret VOle, 
though." 
Ryan said he sent game films of 
the Small-Zendejas incident to the 
league on request. He said the 
films show Small attempted to 
block a Dallas player and missed, 
then went downfield and. 
"Zendejas tried 10 kick him in 
the head." 
Johnson bad a different view-
poinL 
"They can have all kinds of , 
denials and laugh about it," he 
said. "But I haven't yet heard an 
explanation of why Jessie Small 
bypassed three of our best defend-
ers, including Bill Bates, one of 
'our leading tacklers. and blocktd 
someone who is not one of our bet-
ter wedge busters. 
"I don't think Zendejas has a 
tackle for us this year. Normally, 
he doesn't cross the 50-yard line. 
'Usually he kicks the ball and heads 
right for the sideline. If they are 
going 10 get him this week, they 
had better get him in a hurry 
because he is going to be out of 
there." 
HER~IN, from Page 24-------
In a game against Northern 
Illinois, Shipley played a major 
role in limiting the Huskies' star 
forward, Donnell Thomas, 10 just 
16 points. More importantly, 
Thomas was harassed into shoot-
in~ 3S percent from the field. 
Herrin described Shipley's effort as 
"OUlStanl~g." 
"He really ::ame out there and 
cballenged bim, "Herrin said. 
"He's a good defensive player 
because he's a smart defensive 
player. He gets in the ~g lanes 
and he gets the position he needs. .. 
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Lone Star hockey? Dallas, 
Houston mull possibilities 
HOUSTON(UPl)-Arencw~ "The Rockets' net revenues 
effon to bring professional hockey have been dropping because The 
to the South could hinge on a pm- Summit has too many empty 
posa i to create a Texas team that ti.aICS." he said. 
would be shared by the unlikely Patterson believes that by link-
alliance of HoUSton and Dallas. ing hockey and basketball season 
Ray Patterson, ptesident'of the tickets. in a plan similar to that 
Houston Rockets, is representing used by the Los Angeles Lakers 
Rockets' owner Charlie Thomasln and Kings. The Summit could 
a bid to bring a National Hockey increase revenues substantilllly. 
League team to Texas. But it's uncertain whether the 
The league's Board of NHL would buy the ide<.ofhackey 
Governors is meeting in Palm . in IhC South. 
Beach, Aa.. and is to vote later this A World Hockey Association 
week on expansion. team in Houston failed in the 
"[ don't think Houston or Dallas 19708., as did an NHL team in 
has a chance of getting a hockey Atlanta. 
franchise on thcir own," Pauerson But lhCy were not total failures. 
told the Houston Chronicle in an The HoUSton Aeros drew capacity 
interview published Tuesday. "But crowds ~f 9,500 at Sam Houston 
if they try to share one, with 20 or Coliseum. But the team befan los-
21 games in each city. I think the ing popularity aftec moving 10 the 
NHL might go for that. And I think 16.000-seat Summit, a pmclem 
we can sell a 21-game package aggravated by weak owners.'tip and 
here." lack of marlceting. 
Patterson's proposal would ere-. The Atlanta Flames enjoy'!d an 
ate a "Lone Star team" that would initial burst of popu1arity. avemg-
play &t Houston in The Summit, ing around 13.000 fans a game 
where the Rockets get a 49 percent ,during their ftrSl three years in the 
sh.re of receipts for all events in NHL. But the team moved to 
!Pi: building. Canada after dropping auendance 
made it financially untenable. 
A primary selling pOinl 
Patterson holds is that he and Jack 
Stanfield of Home Sports 
Emertainment. a cable network. 
are trying to lure the NHL with 
television exposure HSE can give 
hockey in the South. 
~ We can put hockey into a lot of 
homes in Texas, Oklahoma, 
Louisiana and Arkansas," 
Patterson said. "The NHL needs 
southern exposure and we can pro-
videiL" 
Although Atlanta is pushing for 
another chance at an NHL fran-
chise. Patterson considers his 
strongest competition to be 
Milwaukee, WIS.; San Jose, Calif.; 
and Hamilton, Ontario. 
The NHL Board of Govemors is 
expected to decide by Saturday 011 
expansion. In subsequent meetings, 
the league will consider proposals 
from cities applying for fianchises. 
If the league does vote to 
expand, Patterson said !in will con-
tact potential investors in Houston 
and Dallas to try to fonn a coali-
tion between Texas' two largest, 
an<! intensely competitive, cities. 
Pittsburgh Penguins axe Esposito 
Scripps Howard News Service 
The Pittsburgh Penguins fired 
general manager Tony Esposito 
and coach Gene Ubriaco Thesday. 
Craig Patrick, former general 
manager of the New Yodc Rangers, 
was named Esposito's replace-
menL Patrick also will be interim 
coach until he can select Ubriaco's 
successor. 
AssiSL'II1t coaches Rick Paterson 
and Rick Kehoe were not fired. but 
Patri~k said he "plans to evaluate 
die <.UJYenl saaIf." 
, Blair MacDonald, coacb of the 
vice president of the Rangers from 
1980-86 and had been athletic 
director at the University of 
Denver for the past two years. 
He was an interim coach for the 
Rangers twice. In 1980-81, he 
replaced Fred Shero and had a 26-
23-11 record. He took over from 
Herb Brooks in 1984-85 and waS 
11-22-2. 
controversial move. Johnston had 
been credited with building the 
Penguins into a competitive fran-
chise and Esposito, a Hall of Game 
goaltender, had no managerial 
experience. 
Esposito'S first major move was 
to bire Ubriaco to replace Pierre 
Cre.uner as coach. 
1)priaco leaves the Penguins 
with a career record of 50-47-9, a 
winning percentage of 51.5 percent 
-- secnnd-best in franchise history. 
Mare Boileau. coach from 1973-74 
fO 1975-76.lrad a rccanI o£ 66-6J-
=!4 (51.7 percent). 
~ Penguins' minor-league affiliate in 
., Muskegon, Mich. is expected to be 
• added to the coaching staff. \ 
Civic Arena Corp. President 
Paul Martha. who announced the 
moves, called it "a major change 
in our lianchi~." 
He wa~ replaced as ~eneml man-
ager of the Rangers after the 1985-
86 by Phil Esposito, Tony's broth-
er. Patrie<. also was assistant ooach 
and assislant senenaJ ............ of 
the 1980 U.S. Olympic hockey 
team, which won a gold medal at 
Lake Placid, N. Y. 
&tnclt saie' he rejected "several 
opporf.anities" to return to thl' 
NHL before accepting the 
Penguins' offer. 
Ubriaco led the team to a sec-
{.nd-place finish in the Patrick 
Division last season, when the 
Penguins came within one victory 
of a benh in the Stanley Cup play-
off semifU13ls, but the team has not 
been able to build on that perfor-
mance this season. Edward !. DeBanol0 Jr .• son of 
the tea'iI'S owner, said the moves 
had been "contemplated for some 
time" because of concerns about 
the "leadership and direction" of 
the team, wh.ich was a preseason 
~vorite to win the Patrick Division 
but is in fifth place with a 10-14-2 
record. 
"We're not making a cliange jUst 
to make a change.~' QeBarw.;o 
said. 
Patri:-".was ~ manager and 
Esposito and Ubriaco could oot 
be reached for commen1. Skip 
Thayer, the Penguins' tr:iIRer and 
Esposito's close friend. ~aid 
Esposito was ~'stunned" to learn 
the news Tuesday morning. 
"He'll handle it as he did when 
he was pla}'ing. He lost some big 
games, buthe'salways been a gcn-
tleman about iL .He'll handle this 
reaI well." ' 
Esposito had reDlaeedEddie 
Johnston as general manager on 
April 14. 1988, in a surprising and 
Fan unhappiness with Ubriaco 
was apparent during the Penguins' 
6-3 loss to the Philadelphia FI~ 
at the Civic Arena last Wednesday. 
when there were chants of "Fire 
the Coach" and "We Want a 
Coach." . 
This is the first time the 
Penguins have made a lnidseaSOlf 
coaching change since Jan. 17.· 
, 1976. when Ken Schinkel was 
named to replace Boileau. 
'WYche to set ~engalswin record 
CINCINNATI (UPI) .-
Cincinnati Bengals coach Sam 
Wyche. nrMIy fired two years ago. 
has rebounded so strongly that he's 
00 the verge of becoming the win-
nirigest c8acb in.~ dub's. 22-year 
histay.! .., 
reached the SO-win level. 
" ~You're telling me something I 
didn't have any idea of," said 
Wyche. ~Since I'm bearing it for 
the rust time. I'm not sure how 
much th8t means. Victory No. 50 
was impollaD1 mostly because we 
,lot, but we've kept believing in 
what we're doing and ownership 
has kept believing." 
But, as for how long he C;Ul 
remain field boss of the Bengals. 
Wyche says, "I'm making 00 pre-
dictions. This job takes a toll on 
Last S~day's victory over the 
Cleveland Browns was the SOIh or "We've been through a lot, but we've kept 
Wych"'s· six-year career at ,., • d h 
. Cincinnau.pushing his career believing in what we're uomg an t e 
~~r::a~ sg:;~ had five ~ ownlfrsh!p kept believing. II 
coacheS since beginning play ~ . ....., ...... ----------------5a--m ..... Wy.....;.-ch:-e 
1968 and,lhe winniogest coach is 
, the first - team founder Paul 
Brown; who coached the dub its 
ftrSl eiJbt )'CII"' and wound up 5S-
59-1. ' 
Brown probably would have had 
more victoriel bad it DOt been for 
the lack of good, experienced play-
erlI in the tim few seasons of the 
IktIgals exislence. 
Coacb Bill Jobnson posted an 
IS-IS m:ord, Homez Rice was 8-
19 and Fonat Grqg was 32-25. 
Wyche was surprised when a 
reporter IDkI him Ibis week be bad 
beat Cleveland in Cleveland. n 
TWo years JI8O, it appeared high-
ly unlikely Wyche would last long 
enough to win SO games witb the 
BengaIs. Following 1987's miser-
able 4-11 season. Wyche was near-
ly fJrCd. but was given one more 
season Ie '.1111 things around. 
He answered with a 14-5 record 
last year and a trip to the Super 
Bow:. 
"T .lis coaching staff is a sur-
viVQr. 110 question about that, " said 
Wyche. "We've been through a 
you every g.tmc,-ancI it takes a few 
chtmlcs of your bide IIOW and then~ 
I have no ica who much Ioog« I 
might want 10 dc>!it. .. 
WyC'lie. bo~ver. is predicting 
one 1h!nJ!or C~ ~ season 
- a div1SlOll ch.dnpionship. 
Despite trailing AFe Central 
division leader Houston by one 
game and second-place Oeveland 
by a half-game, Wyche believes 
his Bengals will win theit tina! 
three games to take the 1ilIe.. 
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Eastgate Shopping center· carbondale 
FD;U SP;i;." -W 
I $1~ . "'~I 
'c:h.Chips&Soda I 
I Veach Short Stop . . (coupon good thru Dcc.8) 1A 
L1123 E. Walnut Carbondale,IL ' ~. 
------_ .... 
~tFaite4, 
'l1ie pfaa to Ratner for nigfitfypu6 spedafs 
6P\1 
Mon: Wide Screen Football_.Free Hotwings& Cajun Rings 
Tues: Taco & Nacho nar._.~ Build Your Own 
*Wed: 10¢ Peel & Eat Shrimp 
Thurs: Pic Night .----...•... Eme. Pizza Slices 
FrI: "Parts is Parts"_ .. : .. _ ..• ~Fried Chicken 
Sat. ~ ••• _ ........ _ ••• COmedy Night 
Jack Dallels $1.25 All Dav, All Night .. .AI1 Week 
1620 W. ".ain SL (Formerly BG's) &rbondale 4S7·MUGS 
SANTA SAY 
"Gil Your Guns At 
Murphysboro Guns & Army 
·Surplus"· . 
1 
8UY·SELL-TRADE 
Hot Re-bluing 
AMMO Factory Fresh or 
Reloaded to your Specifications 
Army Surplus Clothing & 
Gear /.~~~~~~&;;;.~~' 
MURPHYSBORO GUNS & 
ARMY SURPLUS 
208 NORTH 10TH· MURPHYSBORO 
687-1555 
~~:.: FISH NET 
Murdal, Shapping Ctr. Carllondale 
549-7211 Hours: Mon-5at 10am-6pm Br~"'5~~t'"' 
. \.il-q c,o~ 
Saturday, Dec, 9 
1-5 p.m. 
PET PICTURES 
with Santa Claus 
a.,~c.w 
Gz.w.. « iIutIud 
'~ "'" IIlWt111Jk 
Special Holiday Hours: 
Open Sun. 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
December .18-22 
Open 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
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Junior forward Rick Shipley skies for a layup against 
Tennessee State Thursday at the Arena Shipley averages 
11.7 points and 9.3 rebounds per game on the year. 
Herrin: Salukis depend 
. on Shipley's versatility 
ByKevin'Slmpson 
e~ffY.'f.t:r 
If the Salukis men's basketball 
coaching staff awarded a trophy 10 
the best all-around perfonner on 
the ream, cbances are junior Rick 
Shipley would have it sitling 011 his 
shelf at the end of the season. 
According .0 bead coach Rich 
Herrin, Shipley, a 6-8, 230-pound 
forward now in his third year as a 
staneK, is the most complete player 
011 !he team. 
With his ability 10 play different 
aml$ of the court, Shipley fills a 
key role in that Benin can alter his 
lineup depending 00 the physical 
size of the opposing ceam. .' c 
If Shipley plays at small for-
ward, Henin can play a much big-
ger, stronger lineup. If Hezrin ~ 
Shipley in the game at powa- for-
ward, the Salukis will have a much 
quicker team 011 the floor. 
MShipley is a very oomplete bas-
ketball player, in all phases of the 
game," Henin said. "He can play 
inside. He can play outside. He can 
play the three (small forward) or 
four (power forwanl) spot. He has 
great court aWareness." ; 
. Henin said Shipley shows com-
peIefICC in all ~ of the ~. 
including offense, defense, pass-
ing. shooting and Jebountiln&. -n;;: 
best thing though, !lea'u"l said, is 
that Shipley has the potential to 
improve throughout his career. 
"His desire is very high," Henin 
said. "He has made great Strides in 
improving his game bill he needs 
to improve his ball handling. He 
could have a great future in basket-
ball because he is 6-8 and he can 
do a lot of things. 
"He has the physical capabilities 
to get better and better," Herrin 
said. "If his outside shooting c0n-
tinues 10 imJlrO"C - wtili:h it has 
- that's a great plus for him. .. 
Shipley has one of the best wOlt. 
etilics on ,he hardwood floor, 
according 10 Henin. 
"He is a very dedicated basket-
ball player," Herrin said. "He is 
one of the most dedicated wOlt.ers 
we have as far as being 011 time to 
pra:tice and overall efi'm. 
"He's a good team player and a 
good role player," Henin said. "He 
does whal it takee to ·.\"n basketball 
games, He'll do anything he can to 
win the ballgame, He has great 
knowledge of the game and he's a 
competiUlr ... 
Sea t:IEfRN, Page 22 .. 
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3rd-year starter 
fills many roles 
Shipley says 
team has 
right chemistry 
By Kp'Iln Simpson 
StaHWriter 
Junior forward Rick Shipley 
came to SIU-C when the men's 
basketball program was in a 
rebuilding phase. Now he is look-
ing to help propel the Salukis into 
the NCAA tournament and capture 
the 1989-90 Missouri Valley 
Conference crown. 
The Salukis' newfound willing-
ness to play aggressive defense 
will play a key role in the team's 
success this season, Shipley said. 
"We want to play defense," 
Shipley said. "We want to win. We 
finally realized. that it takes defense 
to win big ballgames. Even now, 
we're winning by 15, 20 points, 
but we're still not playing nearly as 
well as we can. We haven't even 
scralChed our potential." 
"In the past, we were known for 
our o(fense," Shipley said. "I think 
. they're (Valley teams) going 10 be 
in for a surprise when they see 
what kind of defense we're playing 
because we've never been know 
for !hat." 
Afler three games this season, 
the Salukis average 81 points per 
game while holding opponents to 
an average of 60.3 poinlS, allowing 
them to shoot only 35 perc.enL 
While it is 100 early in the sea 
son to suggest the Salukis will sti-
fle all of their opponents in this 
fashion, the team's defensive 
philosophies have shown a madred 
improvement over the 78.4 points 
per game they surrendered in 34 
games last season. The new defen-
sive strategies should help the 
Salukis improve the 6-8 mark they 
posted in the Valley a year ago. 
Shipley came to SIU-C in the 
fall of '87 after starring at Centralia 
High School. He wanted to play 
his college basketball relatively 
close to home and chose SIU-C 
over Evansville, Eastern Illinois 
and St. Louis. Ironically, the 
Salukis play all three teams in the 
next ten days. 
Playing in the area meant his 
parents could aHend his home 
games. 
"My parents have always fol-
lowed me," Shipley said. "I wanted 
to pay them back a little bit for 
their suppon. I knew COilch Helrin 
from high school and what kind of 
coach he was. I could see the pm-
gram was on the way up. 111at was 
the big thing." 
"/ want to make it 
into the NCAA and I 
want to win the 
conference. Those 
goals are realistic. n 
-Rick Shipley 
He made an immediate impact 
for the Salukis during his freshman 
year when he averaged 8.4 poinlS 
and 6.9 rebounds per game. His 
sophomore )leat ne. ~."eu.Se4 \!'.\!' 
poinlS and 73 rebounds in helping 
the Salukis to a 20-14 !raSOIL 
AI~ told, he started 56 games 
during his first two 5Ca-;lJns and led 
the team in total rebounds each 
year. 
When toumamentlimc came, he 
increased his level of intensity as 
he averaged 11 points and 11.3 
rebounds per game in helping the 
Salukis defeat Tulsa and D1inois 
State before bowing 10 Q-eighton. 
79-77, in the championship game. 
In the game against Tulsa, 
Shipley established the MVC sin-
gle-game record of 20 rebounds. 
The old record was shared by 
Larry Bird of Indiana State and 
Roben G unn of New Mexico 
State, which left the MVC after the 
1982-83 campaign. 
Shipley, an accounting major, 
has seen his role in the offense 
change since last season. He 
spends his lime swilChing from the 
small forward and the power for-
ward position. This allows Herrin 
mort: versatility 10 adjust his lineup 
depending on the team the opposi-
tion pUIS on the floor on any given 
nighL 
"It has been somewhat of an 
adjustment," Shipley said. "I'm 
used to once in a while geuing 
down law and posting people up 
and I haven't done that much m;; 
year." 
Although he has bee" descril :d 
as the team's most complete play-
er, Shipley realizes he has room for 
improvement and put forth the 
effort to improve his defense and 
shooting touch in the: "ffseason. 
"Last spring and summer I 
worked on my defense and shoot· 
ing," Shipley said. " I have t.ad 10 
work on more things like ball han-
dling and passing. 
"With lime, the more you hanJlc 
\he balilhe bcUer you get," Shipley 
,...;.~"m~,,,,., __ """" ... ~ 
consistent yet. I think down the 
road when I gain some confidence 
it will come along." 
The dedication seems to be pay-
ing off. Through three games this 
season, Shipley averages 11.7 
poinlS while playing a team-high 
34 minuleS per game. At 6-8, 230, 
he can muscle his way underneath 
the boards as shown by his 9.3 
rebounding average. 
See SHIPLEY, Page 2t 
Cowboys' head coach downplays 
prior accusations against Eagles 
DALLAS (UPi) - Dallas 
W"W10) ~'1 !~nmJ· Jch~ 
said Tuesday he warns 10 down-
play his prior accusations of 
bounty hunting by Philadelphia 
players and yet a buIIeIin board 
in the locker room was loaded 
with remarlcs by the Eagles. . 
Philadelphia Coach Buddy 
Ryan, meanwhile, suggested the 
Cowboys had more respect for 
him than they did for their own 
coach. 
The barbs being thrown back 
and forth Tuesday were simply 
part of the expecred buildup for 
. whal has become known locally 
as the, "Bounty BowL" 
D:,ll;1S ~fl:;i Pn~ia,;ieinitia ~htT.t 
Sunday in a rematch of their 
Thanksgiving Day encounter, 
after which Johnson contended 
bounties wen" offered for pulling 
Cowboys qllnerback Troy 
Aikman and place kicker Luis 
Zendejas out of action. 
Johnson said he did nOl think 
anything of pre-game warnings 
directed toward Zendejas until 
Zendejas was hit 00 the second-
=~~S=adelphia 
"I don't think there is any 
question the emotions will be 
high this Sunday," Johnson said. 
"Th ... ir te.'!m will be emotional 
and ours will be as well. II Will 
be a game that people will want 
to walCh. If I wasn't coaching, I 
would want to watch iL 
"Bill if we get caught up in the 
dislraCtions too much, it will take 
away from the play of our team. 
We have a very young team and 
young players w'JI be distracted 
much more so than an experi-
enced player. Fu that reason we 
have downplayed the incident 
and tried to concentrate on get-
See OOweC>VS, Page 22 
Saluki netter highly regarded in rankings 
Despite two losses in the 
Nalionallnteroollegiate Clay Cowt 
Championships Nov. 17-19 in 
Hilton Head, N.C., Saluki men's 
tennis player Mickey Maule is 
highly regarded in the NCAA 
Region Five Rankings. 
Maule is ranked third in Region 
Five, which includes schools from 
the Missouri Valley and Big Eight 
'Confereocet;"Jeff'Neumann of . 
Oklahoma Slate and John Falbo of Maule 3-6, 6-3 and 6-3. Rios was 
Kansas are ranked No. 1 and No.2 the eventual winner of the consola-
respectively in the Region. There tion lOWlWDenL 
are approximately 114 players in As a team, the Salukis are No.4 
Region Five, according to Saluki in the Region. Only Kansas, 
coach Dick LeFevre. NebnIska and Colorado are ranL.:d 
In the Clay Court -c 
Championships, Maule 105tto aheadofSIU . 
Mark Jeffries of Mississippi Srate Maule will play in the National 
6-4,6-1 and Juan Rios, also of ~d~ ~pionships Feb. 8-11 
Mississippi Slate. Rios defeated, ·m  , 
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Make your Holidays sparkle with 
Holly Stemware & Party Glasses 
from Arby's® 
99C per Glass with each $1.00 purchase 
Collect a Set. 
I 
Take a Break from Burger Boredom and 
Enjoy our Daily Specials. 
No Coupons needed. No Limit. ! 
f Lunch or Dinnpr . 
All specials include Bag of Fries and 
Medium Drink. 
Monday - Chicken Breast Meal $2.49 
Tuesday - Beef 'N Cheddar Meal $2.49 
Wednesday - Country Fried Steak Meal $2.49 
Thursday - Super Roast Beef $2.49 
Weekend Choices - Regular Roast Beef Meal $1.99 
(Fri. - Sat. - Sun.) - Giant Roast Beef or Chicken Cordon Bleu $2.99 
925 Joe Clifton Dr. 
Paducah, KY 
1301 N. Yale 
Marion,IL 
1916 Lone Oak Rd. 
Paducah, KY (502) 443-1050 (618) 997-5040 
1010 E. Main St. 
Carbondale, IL 
(618)457-2825 (502) 554-7900 
2054-8 
~------------,--------------,-------------~ I 2 Arby's~' I Arbyts~ • A b ' ® I 
I Country Fried Steak I Real Meal Deal I S r y s : 
I Sandwiches I Regular Roast Beef Meal I uper Roast I 
I Deluxe or Cheddar I with Bag of Fries and Small Drink I Beef I 
: ~$2:I9~ : ~ 99(: : ~ 99(: : 
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I Chicken Breast I Two ~ub Deluxe I Ham 'N Cheese : 
: F·I t I SandWiches for the I I 
I ~ Ie I ~ Price of one I ~ I 
: ~ $1.59 i 4r $2.29 : ~ 79(: : 
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